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Teaclter strike action ^divisive^
ByJUDYRINFRET 
Saanich Teachers’ Association 
president Larry Cross said Monday 
the atmosphere in schools was 
“positive despite disagreements’’ 
but that the strike action had been 
“very divisive”.
paid. However, that does not mean 
the board will save some $180,000 in 
salaries.
Cross said Saanich teachers are 
prepared to accept restraint but that 
layoffs must be handled by “due 
process” — the STA is also still 
concerned about the level of funding 
for education and the provincial 
government’s cutback of social 
services for many needy students in 
the district, he added.
Cross is sure the three-day strike 
will not be a problem. “After all the 
provincial government shut us down 
for eight days last year’ ’ he pointed
out.
Acting school board chairman 
Rubymay Parrott said she was 
“really disturbed that youngsters 
were being used — kids should not 
be used as pawns in political 
action’’. I
Parrott praised the 17 principals
Instead, Harker says, the ministry 
of education plans to withhold that 
amount from the school district 
budget.
Board chairman John Betts said if 
the education ministry retains all 
salaries of .school staff who did not 
report for duty last week then the 
ministry of education budget will 
increase by several million dollars. 
In that case teachers and CUPE 
members who walked off the job for 
three days will be funding at least 
part of the increase in the provincial 
education budget they demanded.
Meanwhile at Monday’s board 
meeting parent Cary Litton asked 
what action the board intended to 
take against teachers who did not 
honor their contracts and was told
by trustee Gerry Kristianson that the
Thursday and the teachers back in 
the classrbbin;
strike. “I take my hat off to those 
teachers who ■ crossed the picket 
lines’’ she said.
'Parrott added she is also grateful 
to parents who assisted in schools 
- I a;nd trustees and senior
Litton .replied that if he 
knowingly committed an illegal act 
he would expect consequences. 
ParroU said ; the B.C. Teacher’s
board offices during “a very 
difficult time”.
Chris Harker, assistant to the 
superintendent of schools, said he 
does not expect the board to take 
any action against staff who walked 
out-'-last- week but they will not be;
strike would constitute political 
action bnd would not therefore be 
illegal, although the; ministry of 
education and the B.C.K School 
Trustees’ Asspciatibii had 
advised otherwise;;The BCTFlis in
the process of appealing the courts’
Some 83 per cent of teachers 
walked the picket lines or stayed 
away during the strike and suddenly 
parents and teachers found 
themselves forced to make choices 
and to make statements with those
choices.
On the first morning of the 
walkout, 2,450 of the district’s 6,235
number dwindled considerably by . 
Thursday. Some returned home 
when their teachers^; were 'hot; in- ■ 
attendance —- others stayed to be 
¥ supervised by their principals with 




A. few students attended regular 
classes when their teachers were 
among the 59 of the district’s 370 , 
teachers who crossed picket lines.
V All principals and head teachers 
were at work during school hoursi so 
no school was closed unless there
Throughput the week families and 
neighbors and friends discussed and 
argued. ; Relationships were 
stretched to the breaking point by 
the widening gulf in idcalogies 
brought about by the strike.
Parrott^
Herlinveaux
; By GRANIA^LITWIN 
Central Saanich Aid. Eric Lewis 
claims that there is a need ipr some — 
“new blood” on municipal council 
to “break up the inner club” that;^ - 
has formed there.
“There’s a lot of back-room stuff 
going on and \ye need to bust this 
clique and get back to open 
—iscussion.
“I realize my views are not in
Derek James is host for the North 
Saariich;;all—andidates meeting 8 
■•"p-n;;;'-: N oy; 4:;;—n,'—/S a a ni ch: 
Gablcyision, channel ; lO. Also 
scheduled To—Nbvv 16 — an a 
candidates meeting for Central
“If there’s one thing my children 
will learn from this, they vvill never
7:30 p.rn, at Stelly’s school,: 
sponsoredijy^-'Ccntraf Saanich'' 
Ratepayers' A.^sociation.
be intimidated by a picket line” said 
one mother as she delivered her 
children to an elementary school.
4 But other parents wouId not cross; ; 
picket lines and agreed teachers 
should bargain for more money for 
educationLAsurprisingnumberof; 
parents simply arrived at schools to 
help—- to cut and paste and tidy up 4 
artel nipnitpr playgrounds and lunbh;; 
rooms.
.■•tetters, <A4,. 5,'6,. 7,
■ •Hubert; Bey ery A4,;9 
:»Sports,»:All^;
y^Gardeniiig,;'B2y;v:
y By Thursday nearly everypne 
cbuldfagrcc ihaf a pourt injunctidn; 
stopping the picketing was overdtic.
this council,” Lewis said, but 
charged that this is no reason for 
him to be; ‘Msolated’’ by y the
^colleagues.:;,.;.;,
; Mayor Dave Hill denied Monday 
there is a problem on council.
; :“Oub council has alwayiwprked 
well together,
“Everyone is serving on 
cbminittces so I have to ask np'selfi y 
where is the problem? ly it AvitH they 
rest of council or with Aid. Lewis 
himself.”
l.ewis argued that members of
;:,,couhcn':yyshduid;;';;be;y;abic :'-;;tb;';;;;y
—ibqrdinate; their perspnal feelings 
toward pnc; another so iltat each 
member can “feel free to express his 
,dr her views without P
“yihdictiye” and that the police 
;force y has been operating at 
dangerously low levels.
As evidence of this he quoted an 
Aug. 17 let ter from the police chief; 
in Avhicivhc wrote ‘ ‘we have 56 miles 
of public roads in Central Saanich 
and oyer 33 per cent 6f the ti me we 
only have one man on duty.”
As,sociaUon has challenged t le Harold Parrott said Monday “hoist 
ycsion by the police board to his own. petard'- is an apt
“'T ‘i«cripii<>r; of; the;s
;$34,900 budBCt;over-run and Hil developed Oct. 3I, the day 
said the Labour Relations Board ’ “
hcaring will be held Nov . 2 l and 22.
Lewis said in an earlier interview Parrott,
y,i-V;'7y:
Eric Lewis 
. . . 'bust this clique'
reprisals.”4;; .
The split bet ween Lewis arid bt hcr y '
arose rcccnUy,:;Said Lewis, oyer the; 
ntattcr of police layoffs and mpney't 
saving measures.
y Lewis, who iy eliairmari of the 
finance committee bnd budget, told 
Tlic ltlevicvv the lay-offs were
•Classified* B7, 8
; nominations closed.
he is 100 per cent behind the “unequivocally that there wa.s no
poHccmcn, saying they have a strong plot between my.self and as
case and if they win it the to who should run for o fice sa d
municipality may have to pay Paul Grieve has had his day In
“anything up to $90,000 - an ^urt and it is regre table he cannot
unnece.ssary bill which could have accept the judge s ruling,
been avoided. As a serious candidate for office,
In addition Lewis claimed the lay- Parrott said he began his campaign
offs were an unnecessary measure In anticipation of a “good, clean
since there is $ MO,000 in a fund to contest” and had filed his papers 0
be used in the event a police officer week before deadline,
is killed while on duty — a fund statements attributed to
Grieve served no good public 
purpose and cicate a poor image for; 
North Saaiaich *--Tcsidcntk^ 
better from those wlio asp!re lb 
office, he said.
which he says is a poor plannmg. 
^ ^^ on Page A2
Watly du Temple 
■',r^:y0tehest)vay:.of., 
■iiMmonsfritting'":.^'.'
Wally du Temple Is urging people 
to turn out and vote Nov. 19 in the 
nuclear disannament referendum. 
By doing SO; residents would, in 
effect, be saying they wanted the 
l.fniied Nations to hold national 
referendumsondisarniamcnt,! 4
Disarmament referendums in 
Cmtttda;IaiU"yeaiytdf;al!cd,;i03:"there'':; 
are 31 slated to be Held this year. 
Only one referendum In 1982 I'aikd.y
bu Tcmpie.says,;y.-,,j':;/;,:.?y4;4',;;;:,,;..;y
:?ydu;:Tcmplc:':,belonas. tO;two4 local;: 
groups — Operaiian Dismantle and
the Peninsula Disarmament Oroijp 
y which has some 30 rnembers* His
,;;wifc,;;::; Olga.,;;,; comes,; ■;'; from.;''
yCzcchosjbvakia and :—Ui 'Icinplc i 
pbinted but both Canada and 
fCwchbslbvnkia are small counlrlcs 
—rieilhe^^^^^
destiny in terms of world war bbul 
:W^ have referendums.”
arc heavily influenced by their 
neighbors, he added.
Aldcrmanic^^^ Dick
Herlinveaux also denied Mondayy 
that he was involved in a plot,
“Any implication by Mr. Grieve
disarmament ” in
7.. fw nAtimi a plot to undermine the process of
du »empic rejected the notion ,4-,- (that the vote is a negative one and !’SK^ ‘ Saanich
win db nothing to" help the 
move away from the threat of
it will create an incoming tide of Mie oilier,
nioral coercion for
wbnld find it dlfncult to ignore to resign and face an
pebpies’ desire for peace, he said, election
And its a better way of ' He also Implicated lilcrlinveaux, 
onbrating how you feel than Jim Cumming and Alan Coniford;
...;i:“gradual,;';pltascd,,;;^and:;-;;'yar1ftable:^ 
.4;bifiarmarhcnt—;iand'.'4.nb;PUnilatcrai;
xkmonbratlng - .iMw-juu. ^ . ..................................
carrying placards and signs or trying ; In a blot to eliminate lus candidacy
-b.iear'dawn'fcnces.”'^... ' on a pre-arranged technicality,' !/.v. ,1...■....-■I.;'.;,...;;).;' (. :i‘
•f
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Peninsula Community Association volunteer co-ordinator Marjorie Denroche (left) with Betty 
Dietiker and Frank Wrightson open up new PON thrift shop at Trafalgar Square shopping centre in
Brentwood:Bayy^^f[y':y,:'iy\'.'y '
The search for two scuba 
divers missing and 
presumed drowned 
following a mishap Nov. 5 
off Henderson Point, 
Brentwood Bay, has been 
called off.
Andrew Sharpe, 23, of 
Victoria and Blake 
Morrison, 33, of Dawson 
City, were last seen by a 
third diver, Dan Costain, at 
a depth of between 80 and 
100 feet.
Costain, who returned to 
shore when he found he was 
running low on air, called 
police about 15 minutes 
later when the two divers 
failed to surface.
Volunteer firemen from 
Saanich and Mill Bay along 
with Canadian Marine 
Rescue Auxiliary, members 
of the B.C. Lifeboat 
Society, Costain and 
Blake’s father, John 
Morrison, all participated 
in a search launched around 
5 p.m. that day.
An air search by the coast 
guard and several dives by 
an RCMP diving squad 
continued the following day
without success.
On Monday four divers 
from Rimpac Divers Ltd., 
Sidney, and Blake’s 
brother, Tom Morrison, 
conducted five divers to 
depths of 130 feet and on 
Wednesday Saanich police 
divers and Morrison made 
two more dives.
Doug Deproy of Rimpac 
told The Review Monday it 
was impossible to speculate 
what might have gone 
wrong. “They may have 
gone too deep with too little 
air, but it could have been 
anything, a small problem 
perhaps blown out of 
proportion as a result of 
nitrogen narcosis.’’
Nitrogen narcosis, not 
commonly experienced by 
the average sport diver, can 
occur at around and beyond 
100 feet. Nitrogen is 
absorbed through the skin’s 
tissues and has a narcotic 
effect on the brain. Deproy 
said divers often slip into a 
state- of euphoria and that 
feeling of wellbeing could
build slowly until suddenly may have slipped further 
they become panic-stricken, into the depths of the inlet.
At depths of 100 feet a Deproy doubts the bodies 
negative-buoyancy effect will ever be found unless a 
may occur and the bodies submersible is used. i
For North Saanich Alderman 
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9807 - 5th ST., SIDNEY
For Appointment Cail
‘ordered’ to strike
By CRANIA LITWIN 
The economy may be in the 
dumps and labour relations 
weathering a force nine gale but in 
Brentwood’s Trafalgar Square 
merchants, volunteers and 
community-minded residents are 
pulling together to create a 
successful local project. -
On Monday, a sister thrift shop to 
the original Peninsula Community 
Association’s Peninsula Old and 
.New shop opened in Trafalgar 
Square, 7103 WescSaanich, ,and its 
• nameisPonll.
. Just as a pontoon can serve as a 
’ temporary bridge or support, so will
PCA’s STAG and Community 
Counselling Service, providing 
support which might otherwise be 
lost due to provincial government 
cutbacks.
According to Peninsula 
Community Association co­
ordinator Marjorie Denroche, the
has cut grants and left the PC A 
about $14,800 short of youth and 
counselling services.
The Pon 11 will serve as a 
temporary branch store until 
funding ; is reSumedt If there are
further cuts the funds raised
through fhis and the Sidney shoP; 
will 'be hsed; to; keep^ programs 
operating.
; T^ entirely run by
volunteers and donations are 
gratefully accepted from the 
community.
The premises have been donated 
by the management of Trafalgar 
Square along with heat and light .
Household goods, dishes, small 
applliances, clothes, furniture and 
much more are needed to make Pon 
ll a success, and according to the co­
ordinator, more volunteers are 
needed to work in the store. 
Volunteer head Betty Dietiker can 
be reached at 652-6282 by those 
wishing to help.
“We like to think of this as an 
example of the community not 
sitting back and waiting for 
provincial support,” said Denroche
“We arc helping ourselves.’’
The PCA still receives partial 
funding from the provincial 
attoufney/geheral Smihi 
prudently holding back on some of 
the profits'made fronv the;Sidney 
and Brentvybod stores in the eyent 
that there may be further 




Continued from Pa}?© AI
Lewis wants council to 
:buy an insurance policy„to 
;cover ,a death in the police 
: I’orcc and that would release 
’•tlie money. He told council 
• such a policy is available for 
.$5,000 per year, and wotthi 
cover the entire police 
department.
Mayor Hill, however, 
:said ihc mtmicipnl cclcrk 
jhas bceit looking into the 
■“whole realm of 
instirance” and has not 
been able to find a I'tolicy 
wliich would cover all 
aspects of the contract they 
require,
■ Hill told The Review that
,;:;K;Lew1s:hasdi#n^^^
such a policy he .should give 
ii to the clerk for 
researching.
Lewis' other concern'' 
revolved around
tcplaccmcnl oj' a police 
vehicle, aiVt expediture 
which he Miys is 
imwarianted, ■
“Wc don’t need to 
evciy yeiu -- ti car 
shuwi,' hot lout u( moil; 
yca.N if maintained 
propvHv,*’ he said, 
nil! 'ih:crC'' ttierr Is
money ill the capital budget
for a ri''-'. ctii and that the 
mumcifMtiiy buys one each 
ycai, ’VNu can't play 
arouiid \vi»h oiis — these 
ate emrq'c'.i'.y vehicles,’’ he
FOR INDEPENDENCE - N6 group or party line. He thinks 
tor hirnsell.
f OR'EXPERIENCE//knbvy/s what'can'be'done ;,'’r 
it can be done,
FpR;lN'rEGRITY;;-:i5iOTbe,yflt;no:grm^
And Above All
The Canadian Union of 
Public Employees (CUPE) 
441 Vf^ Saanich school 
district voted not to strike 
at a Nov. 5 meeting but the 
CUPE executive “aborte:d 
ihe democratic process and 
ordered the;local to strike,’’ 
Mrs. Jean M.M. Bigras 
charged Saturday.
She says 64 m.embers 
voted to strike, and 68 were 
against. Following the 
decision the executive led by 
Sanscha Hall manager 
Chuck Harvey resigned 
“because they did not have 
the support of the local.’’ 
Bigras said Harvey told 
K members it was a 
“conscience” vote only. 
“That means members 
didn’t have to picket if they 
voted against going out. ”
She said a minority of 
CUPE workers picketed, 
the majority did not.
Harvey said Monday 
night Judge Montague 
Drake ruled Nov, 10 at 
B.C. SuiDreme Court CUPE; 
members were tO cease
notf
ordered back to work. ;
He agreed some members 
did picket but said it was a 
matter of demonstrating;^ 
not against the employer, 
but against provincial 
nasi
government’s legislation — , 
and it was left up to the 
individual to '‘act y 
according fo 
conscience.”
Harvey said he ‘‘begged” 
irtembers notf o have a vote 
“because I knew it 
w ould n ’ t make any 
difference.” The CUPE 
local, as part of the 
Sblidarity y Coalition, 
obliged to give its support, . 
but he argued there was a 
difference between striking 
and demonstrating. He 
agreed some members did 
demonstrate by picketing.
Harvey praised Saanich 
school board for its 




j! your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently changed, please call us 
and we ll run it free of charge for a period of three months. This service limited to the 
Review’s Tradihg area.
Company
(45) All Weather Sprinkler Systems Co. 
(04)Ames Repairs andRentals . . 7. , - 
(5i ) Carors Beauty Salon f y^ , . : .
(b)Entire Maintenance & Supplies Ltd.
(MiGolden Sheaf Bakery....................
(52) Hal’s Computer Eyes....................
(50) Irma Industries.........................
(51) McTaggart,Dr. Sue....................
(13) Michael Fee Construction Ltd . . .
(48)Peninsula Signs...........................
(59) Sidney Feed & Garden Supplies . . 
(47)Threo Sisters Convenience Store .















in the Public Interest.
!. or
FOrJECONOMY;!-with;lbwer:g^ 
expenses we must work at whittling the 1984 budget.
•‘ r I'S ■■ tl. -1.■. ; ..vM ''r;
V ‘J
AS YOUR WlAYOR I WILL:-
,1. Publish all Council and Committee Agenda.
:2'!;6uarantee;:publlc;:acces^s^^^
^SiWiDld: public;
Mt' . ' ........... .
referenduniby^^'^^^
5. Recommend that Council budget tor a neighbourhood Road Improvement Pro­
gramme.
6. Recommend immediate public hearings to 
(a) Establish a downtown parking program
jb) Examine future use of our watertrpnt^^^^^^^^^^^y f ;
::',:::bb';(cj'yUpdateythe;Cbmmunity;.;P|an;:::^:.';;y:::;',;y;;:;^
7. Assign responsible roles to each Aldenrian.
8. Extend the authority arid responsibility of the Corinmittees Ot^^^y 
9;/Use ipy officb to consult the public
Council.'
CUMMINC, Jim X
COME TO dUR OPEN HOUSE & MEET THE OANDIDATE
2496 BEACON AVE. |former Radio Shack store)
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Left, solemn mo­




monies at Sidney 




Dave Hill and Jay 
Rangel lay 
wreaths; . centre 
right, marching 
to the cenotaph; 
bottom, young­









ByJUDYRINFRET on water rather than land, Cormack(“Marine residents”, perhaps said.
better known as “liveaboards” said Last July John .Cjceri,; ,general
1 ■ prior to a special meeting last week manager of Canoe Cove Marina,
I with North Saanich mayor elect sent marina residents a letter stating
lip Harold Parrott and outgoing Mayor moorage will not be renewed for
Jay Rangel, they are determined to boat residents as of May 1984.
maintain boat living in North Ciceri explained he sent the letter
?: Saanich waters — despite what because of Canoe Cove marina’s
appears to be growing opposition ' obligations to North Saanich
11 from the community. council arid to get s^
i During recertt months i^-Nn orth started.
Saanich council has b
r -'j, :
pi considering amendments to the to go on living bn his boat but said
|| marine section of a zoning bylaw to he did not like to be classed as a
^ensure ;1 i ve a b o ar d s will be
^ prohibited from North : Saanich 
II water lease areas. The bylaw states 
‘■no head shall be flushed on any 
vessel moored within the water lease 
area.”
; Ben3 M Michael
Greenfield, Irv Cormack and Mike 
Millar were some of the liveaboards
second class citizen; He told Parrott 
he thought most boat residents 
would be willing to pay fair-
m
W
all like to conform to a clear zoning 
bylaw regarding marinas. ‘
■ Boat residents wcreialso quick to 
point out that pollution problems 







who organized the first of what is , they are the ones who have to live 
hoped will be a scries of dialogues with them. It was suggested the B.C.
Perries cause more pollution in one 
Canoe Coyc Marina. month than a marina does in a year.
Parrott and Rangel emphasized
m the main concerns of North Saanich
Several residents mentioned the
M j- .1 p security provided by liveaboards.I councl regarding lhc^pr«ence or^^^^^^
i liveaboards are pollution and
■VI'-
■
i taxation. occurs in marinas where there are boat ibsidcnts but this is not the case
.. Grcchficld pbinted out marina . . ,, r i ii > r: r«idcn,s pay Lminl mdarage fees v? : I", ,
lit that include some?municipal taxes r ^
"■ '........ . ' ' ' "
W
The new access i road ■ 
along the west side of the; 
airport to join Ganpra and 
Millst Roads is just about 
complete, Sidney council 
was told Monday night.
“1 can’t say;just when the 
road will: be ’ open but 
people shouldtknpw that :it 
is almost ready to use,” t 
said Mayor Norifia Sealey.
® 111other business 
council decided to allocate ; 
the sum of $9,000, in the 
amended budget for this 
year or the 1984 budget, for 
experirhental work beingl? 
done on two wells in the 
area of Canora Road.- An 
effort is being made to keep 
the level of the wells low' 
and divert water into Reay 
Creek thus helping the 
development of a fish 
program and preventing 
flooding.
•Council will continue 
discussion of a proposal for 
a zoning change - at the; 
corner of; Amherst andi
Resthaven which w
allow a teahouse to open in;: 
that area.
vi; “Itwill means pot zoning 
and I don’t like that in any 
circumstance,” said Aid. 
Jim Lang.
True, said ;;Aid. John 
Caldcr; but it was a land use 
which wbiiId enhance the 
commuhity. ;
•Council looked 
favorably bii another 
application— one to open a 
marine public house at 
Shoal Harbour Marina,
;2270 Harbour Road. The 
application;will have to gOj 




THE SAANICH PENINSULA 
ARTS AND CRAFTS SOCIETY 
WILL HOLD A CHRISTMAS 
CRAFT FAIR ON NOVEMBER 
26th, FROM 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
AT THE SIDNEY LIBRARY, ON 
RESTHAVE DRIVE. EVERYONE 
WELCOME, ADMISSION FREE. 
ALSO AN EXCELLENT 
DISPLAY OF RECENT ART BY 
MEMBERS OF THE GROUP.




Thank you in advance for any^ 
COnsiderati0n ydu can :give.: ■:
;Bt’s;so,;:easy'-.:
and added they are paying taxes Parrott assured tlie group they
I ' tin biigh iheir cinplovmcni as \wll as : hf'd some support; fi pm him. He • 
I sales tax on their boats. says he could agree to a ccriain
ti; Cormack said there arc about 26 mimhor of marina residents in
I niarine residents in NorthlSannich N




with ; the rnarilie zoning 
which Rovcrnetl I he area.
; ■^'1^ ■
]Mmdrjtdck^l
; Cove) and two of Ihcsic are schbbh ^
I aged children. He added Canoe “liolus bolus”.
Cove Marina pays $.T0,{)0l) per Rangel said he felt marine
III annum in school taxes. residents had taken a positive stand
I Wc can’t sec why iltcrc’s all this by initiating discussions wiili North 








The Pcihnsnla Minor 
; lloekcy;;/Association : will 
;; hold; its atiniiul;dance at
•;;;;;;sahscha^.y;;Huii:;;:Nov;;'::.'io,'|,.
Tickeis are available; from; 
tehih coaches, parents or 
executive members, Music 






Expnrlenced In Cotiventloiial 
•tiitl hluihtta Ititii ttlyliuH,.. 
Fprmft; (Body-.Wayos),'
iiies.«Sat, 8:3u-'5:30
(MARINA COURT IbndliM 656-4443
4^* ''
*
Tfindftrs aro invliod tor tho (oIlQwItig servicn;*
,Tb; sup|)if gas/tdr ;ih6"Town ;Veliiclos;and |jfk;Dftpaf!mt3n1;
;vohicios;-. "v.-.’v'; '.v:;




om ilus: Town HfiK, 2440 Sidney Avonuo, Sidney, and 
ntmi p j ;fbP Tiapds :Pfjhp undoraigried hy’d; n,M,: Novombpr;;
-vil.'.:,,: ■■E.L.Tiarko;---
Director Works and Services!
'v-'m;
T.'*.'-'I -rT:: -T;'-;- ..r 'a Jv jf: /<■■
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iMay-
There’s a cry out there for“new blood” on 
Saanich Peninsula councils — witness the anguish­
ed appeal from Central Saanich Aid. Eric Lewis, 
who,is not reacting at all like most people in this 
farming community who generally seem perfectly 
content with the return of politicians by acclama­
tion.':';)^.;';:"^
i Refreshingly outspoken, Lewis claims that - 
because of his views he’s been isolated by longtime 
members of council and is desirious of breaking up 
the ‘‘clique: ” He’s obviously having a hard time of 
it and Would welcome newcomers with a fresh ap­
proach.
And in Sidney and North Sanich there are 
similar pleas for new faces. Both councils have 
been at war among themselves and certain factions 
are hoping supporters of their views will be elected. 
Tf Burdon was the choice for mayor he’d want 
^ sr^anic s^ts tp go to Jiih Lang; C 
other candidates who have spoken out against the 
:couplet — the major plank in his platform.
3 In North Saanich — where the recent perfor-
back
60 YEARS AGO .
From the Nov. 15,1923, issue of The Review^ _
The inspector’s report on the Sidney Public School, 
just issued, demonstrates once more, how well served 
the parents of Sidney are by their school principal, Mr. 
James Ramsay; in the exact words of the inspector, 
“The school has been gradually improving in 
efficiency since the present principal took charge, j
It has often been remarked how well-manneredThe 
children are here and bears very favorable comparison 
with children in other places. This must be very 
satisfactory to parents to find such a high degree of 
discipline and is another testimonial to the necessity of 
having male principals in charge.
50 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 15,1933, issue of The Review
Tom Sopwith, noted English sportsman and 
aeroplane builder, has 1 iled a formal challenge to race 
an American entry for the America’s Cup, the world’s 
most coveted yachting trophy, in 1934. He will use an 
all-steel boat, designed by Chas. Nicholson, who 
designed two of Sir Thomas Lipton’s famous Shamrock 
challengers.
Breaking throught the clouds at 11 o’clock on 
Saturday'* morning, just as the Remembrance Day 
service commenced, the sun' shone down in all its glory 
on the hundreds of citizens who were gathered round 
the cairn at the Memorial Park to takejpart in the service 
held - , .
the Canadian Legion.
40 YEARS AGO 
From the Nov. 17,1943, issue of The Review
IS
pointed out for the inforrnation of the public that it is 
still unlawful to have a light burning that cannot be 
; immediately extinguished^ the event of an emergency. ; 
It is therefore imperative that householders should take 
every precaution to extinguish all lights before leaving ; 
;;;';';';the'house'at;night.
Particular stress is also laid on the fact that all 
material should be retained and kept in
guarantee;
tthat the same may not be required, :
As one who
,30 YEARS AGO
Froim the Nov. 19,1953, issue of The Review 
Thunderbblt; ;Or ' rneteofic missile which;:^s 
Moresby Island onfinance of some people have been charitably For many years I have observed the municipal affairs /-ka uni. wnu 
-described.as insanely zany — the re-election of in- of Sidney and North Saanich and have followed with for 35 years and served^ on counci or iv V * persisted through the following day despite
‘cumbents Jim Cumming and Alan Cornford and interest your coverage of these affairs through the committees and boar s lor ^ ^ • heavy rain, narrowly missed two homes.
.^former alderinan Dick Herlinveaux would likely publication' of letters, special articles and editorial °dS^ratrons"sinL retiring to Sidney I have followed Shortly before 10 p.m. Tuesday a y^^olent explosion
W sonje ais.ay.0 the test of-ncil, . did Je ^rh^eCLes _t that those who hold otonieipal M^oT^^s a^d^li^Su^e fel. 1 caa state tt„s“rS^rpa'nr i^lh ‘’hr"tls“Cr
Ties apparent that those who hold municipal Mayor Sealey s administration quite c ose y. Robertson, in company with his neighbor, Albert
under the particular pressure at this time of ■ that she is a competent and efficient administrator, w EUiott,' investigated and observed flames 30 feet high, in 
distress in British Columbia. ' * works hard at the jo . ^ .u, f v, f - the vicinity of his property. Further investigation
I .id ‘ ry. - :---------- - . . ' It is also apparent that our municipalities must have As for the criticism levelled y some, .a s e orces nrnveH that a eeleciial missile had struck between two
I .':and in. North Saanich there s a fair choice for strong, experienced leadership if they hai
I ‘Voters among newcomers like Lloyd Harrop, effective voice in regional and pre 
I -tJeheeea Vermeer and Lorraine Bainbridge. mir oroQ
. ... orKsuaiuctLinyjuu. .... . the vicinity f his property. Further investigation
iti  ®^ *^he l ll b , th t  p o d t t c l sti l i il tr t t
are to ve an decisions on council, I would like to know how that is ^ ensued. On Wednesday
ovincial matters accomplished. ^ ^ ^ morning the first still blazing in the crater prevented aj l  t 
, ------------- ..v...ie Bainbridge. affecting our area. Anyone with even a basic knowledge ol the Municipa check on the cause of the explosion.
- 7; In Central Saanich Rod MacDonald provides an Norma Sealey has clearly demonstrated, over many Act knows that each person only has one vote.
' attractive alternative and should draw support. years of service to this community, that she is a strong thrmaioritv^ ,20 YEARS AGO
; The lawyer grew up on a farm in the municipality, and effective leader. Her knowledge of affairs at the only criticism must be that she is part ot the majority. 20,1963, issue of The Review
7 onH municinal. regional and tTroviheial levels is extensive. Sinc^^ wn. thm n valid cntic.sm? ---------------- 1.... .rmp ici.nH‘ practices his profession iii Brentwood Bay and municipal, regional and provincial levels is extensive.
> seems to have a clear and sympathetic grasp of Her reputation as a forthright community leader is well-
established and wide spread.;
• local i^ssu . u „ I bclieve Noriua Sealey is the kind of indivW^^^
In Sidney the mayomlty ra e , p , y.„. communities should have in leadership positions in
Norma Sealey and challenger Loyd Burdon has ;
rested on two issues - the couplet and leadership. tnese aiiiicuir umes. j.W. Lott
However, the couplet is no longer an issue and 
Sealey wins hands down on leadership.
:riticis  Proposed expansion of the go-kart track at the Island
...” View Beach Resort operated by Mr, and Mrs. N. Grabas






Kkr flood area and was not useful for rhuch except a gp-kart
ISOFf!fl€l track.
It was with a great deal of pleasure that I noticed Low tender submitted by Patterson Gonstriictipn
perienced leadership if they are to have an effective 
voice in regional and provincial matters affectihg 
our areas. Sealey has clearly demonstrated over
Norma Sealey was again a candidate^^
municipal office was accepted by Gentral Saanich
axe
knov/n Norma; for eight years and during that council last week with two dissenting votes, , r .
time have developed a great.respect for her intelligence, Successful bid by the Victoria contractor w^as one of ^ 
integrity and honesty. Although 1 do not always see eye- 1 j submitted. Total cost to the municipality after
. - f 1 $_ t_ _ — t M j-k 4-1« ^ /-I A/VI r 1 r$ C , #1 !•/$
I  nucijniy auu - • V ’’'•A ' V ; . ----- ---- . , «.
r ' ...•L, .kW* . . td-eve with lier I am sufe that decisions arc never deduction of winter works savings and grant s from the
many years of settee to the comnm that ^ c Honest, hardworking and responsible, with no ^ j federal government is ‘‘guesstimated” at $36,000.
cnsive^^ ; , riprcAnni nve tn arind. is OUT orescnt mayor, Norma , ,1 .1- ...wu Lioct
; ya *av* ▼ *• ^ ^ , rlOnCSlt nttrUWUriVlUg UlIU 1 V2i|./vnaiuiv, YYIVII iiv/
a strong and effective leader .with ;an;exte ive . p-go al ax to g i , i our p e t ,  :
: grasp of affairs at the municipal, regional and pro- Scaley. Over the past years Norma has always done her i„:erestskus all at heart:
; vincial levels: 1 hbti she is able to coittinue toserve us in the future. From the Nov. 14, 1973: issue of The Review
' HerTeputatipn as a forthright community leader in this fast-growing townqf ours. o ' ;; Llnda Glles, ^ What do iwo^young Canadian women do when
Ms well-established and widespread he says, and She is, at all times, a lady. An intelligent and clever 9454 Maryland Drive they’vt; been pulled dyer to the side of a YugosL- Tih
chivN the kind of individual our and admired wherever she goes on - ; ^ whoy i e
■ BhmtIH h-ive in leqdershin nositiM ih these dif- ^ our business; and though shc is a determined ocol, shc^^, ^ lew well-es osen
■ leadership posil.otis m incse oil aceo.nplish iluit r'.,;Ai„n Uirht profenhies'.'
; ticuit um^s. ^ riiii.- -iin'c which has the backing of her council-- wlieihcr it is iljrWitCI-fl'f« Thcyf pay The cop a small ‘‘fine”, retrieve •their
; Wc can t think of anyone who can till lici si c. something with which you agree or disagree. , . , passport from his car, smile and drive off down the road
; at this time. So ihough wc do not always approve of what she Dn Noy. 19 he utuens ol .iidnt^ will _qncc again be _
Icrmanic race incumbcnl .1 ohn ^ Scalcy as mayor of our to the polls to eleei a That’s how two 2().ycar-old former employees of the
;!Calder:3is'
liard^^^
.......... . le, thoutth'; c-dd'qi6t^)''alwayS-'approvc'vOt;;WhaLshc;:';;;:;:p';-;.';;;"Vu,'J>o>:f.,/f-'::‘ 'slovvlv';;-;:''''
In Sidney’s alde o h l li do'es,’wc plan again lo vote for e le  a  P”|,;n°;')'.!) rverv'inmoriTni' ar’s t 0-yoiir-oUl f l f lir
a good ehoicc Ayrormer mayor a,rd a n.i mPnS S Saaaieh Peninsr,la school honicl handled lire simulion
rking and .sincere alderman, Caklcr Vivian nml Ken Wnlliu'c decision that wt a, tl . ‘ when it came up, at lea.st. They \verc in Yugoslavia ns a
1 on council. 2269 Adcin Place Continued on Page A5 part of a six-month tour of Europe, the two said Friday.
i4^,wi{ui.jit^*j,;iL,^i tii 'I '* nvji' ■* ( ■* )> 1 h If'’■‘ ’ i t 't t* If P ’ t M ^ * i i'J ^ “( ■*' it' suil!''" ' t ^ '' 'iS-tfSi
•i'l'T’iiMi’i'ii'A'CMii S:vsiirit>:',<,< '<'e'r'i’,i‘i'iii',wr.yi'r'* i'rfi *‘i 11." -■ ''.■■■ 1 ■ ’ i' 1 ■ 1 "..■:■■■ 1 . .. ■... , ....... . ■■.. i,.. k . ..... , ■, . i.r .. . ■  ...............
ly,iiic rignt to strike from all public .sector And the organization to convince live voters that the as the Kcntnlsman and thjhuman rights liranch, Rather
Socreds .should no longer govern is the official than allowing seniority to determine who would get the 
•t believe for a mbm^^^^^^ opposition, not Solidarity. ' axe, the governmoni’s plan was to make a clean sweep.
rcsixirid with an' Outcry . Not after the I’uil: And sooner or later, BCGEU members will also ; ;Eycrybody who )
J i I.*..* i'»u Knoin'Vrt /l/\iil-»t unit Hi IV nP (lif> (‘niircp »h(*ir l(Mifh»riii di>ihaTided loses h is iob.
i ' V’
‘ tjA'
to take away the right t( 
unions.
.;;;^;;';v.;;,.'And',don't 
> public will f >1 IW ,nV.»VZ|IVI V/| (Mi Vl ^ t-# w 1 kir. >,> tt * »• ^ , . : -
beg  to doub the validity of the course t eir leaders Tl sb nde l  is j .
have taken. Already, there is confusion among union The union cried foul. AThdmtjod was already bcglniiing to , iiot disputing
BCOEU when people who were forced onto welfare 
because their unemployment Inusrnnce had run out
thembers over why exactly they are striking. In fact, the government’s riglit tQ|cconomic layoffs, it wanted 
they remind me a little of the chap who;forgot seniority. Thi^t
original intention to drain the i swamp whcn he found ; meant a longtime employee in the humarv rights branch,
i n o iu iuey reuuuu niu u iuui; ui uw v.ii«ii yviivj iwi»vii i"'* ,..v.vvvv.
could not have their applications processed. Wc’rc e
:..II1.I.... A nVildtA u/lll iiiT>K.qf im t A his voiii.laiow-what illtalking gut issues here, real hardships, the public for mstance, would have a right to be translcrrcd to
: ^ hottolerate in 00 other ministry and hump an employee wiih fewer
: nri.,. 1b Unninnlnn Irt net/ ivliryTlieTViSic Is also beginning to ask who f
dnnosliion is Is it the NDP or Solidarity? It isn’t so clear that most of the strikers had no Idea what exactly it BCCiUU ntembcrs, however, wcrc ‘
And while the public may be willing to accept stiff The great tnujoriiy ql government cnipoyces were ;, ; iionie quirk, in as tnuch as many pi the employees
,, * ■ a • ■ * I .1 . Tl... k i. ^ t t ..... a — a a , .'ll 1 L • <'M 4 t*i . a 1 . k I ' 4 I 1 v'l i'« i I • i iS'V i k 4 r-1 L i iri i-a 4 1 a alt a < ^ > k I« ■ .< a ' ■« L‘a Ik lii:,!ii'V'.;',i,niT thn' Afr!Alnl 'Hutv:ta.T':.
t Stilt in t m j rnyol t rii eg ; UIUUIAHUH A, i ill. ..l vnu^iiM.iiyyi uw vniinw vcfi
i Orwell’, 1984 niWil«™me a bitter reality fcr public opposition from a parly wltldi ltaslbe ofncial daiy tol :, under llie iwessloii: that thp. liiuL hlt^e_Mckrla^ ;., 
sectOTunlons in HritSt Columbia, 0|,poscHiciioverttnKtit,ll may noi display the same 'proicci the iplts.bf the by now fa nous 1.MO paople who , , , , , ,
..'.^ri^af mt^w ttenX s yoins,; raur lokraitccToLtds what it pctccivcs as a pure pt:ct,5uic ; had savtbcir ayofrnolicwt months before, ot the i .«tn who werc^ dmed for ho ave are
wSt ihe lSibd gfoun operating outside the legally-c
;hunch that 1984^1 be he^ar m^ brickssooiherswouldn’tlosbtliclrjobs.^^^^^^^^r^^^
.'; rr ES ;s=i7i‘s:=i
,p„blle,wmde,«n^^«. ^ ' nSXchnmOd^^nal^ the tosernntent wanted to lay off I’m sayiny I like h, All l’n„ayinElHh,t’swhat’s
mtk ind iKSt bin the kgislaturc will deal with is one That, however Is done at the polls, not in the streets. employee,s of al| tliosc programs it had eliminate, such cf^nnuig down the pike.
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Continued from Page A4
to elect a council that will plan for now and the future.
To delay will only be to Sidney’s loss. While Sidney 
procrastinates, other municipalities leap forward and 
accept, the challenge of responsible progress, thus 
reaping the tremendous rewards of a living and vibrant 
community.
To my mind Mayor Sealey has always been the 
guiding light at council meetings not because she bullies 
the other council members — after all she only carries 
one vote — but because she has the expertise and 
experience in procedural and political matters along 
with just plain common sense.




What is a mayor?
What is a mayor? He/she is only an idea to many 
people, an idea that varies widely.
A mayor may be an impression gathered fleetingly 
from a forgettable face which voiced official greeting or 
snipped a ribbon somewhere, sometime.
Or the mayor may be imagined to be a powerful 
figure capable of moulding people to his/her whim, 
making and breaking lesser mortals, as the whim 
dictates.
Beyond this, however, lies the grey area of personal 
influence. A mayor may fulfil the required duties and be 
a failure; it is the personality-that sets the style and tone 
of the administration. ,
A mayor has considerable power to obstruct the 
council. Any action of councik may be held up by the 
mayor for “re-consideration”; Though this idea does 
not apply to matters which have the approval of the 
electorate.
Prolonged conflict can reduce the office of mayor to 
a single vote on council. If this happens then there is 
something wrong with the leadership.
This brings us to the art of leadership. Simply and 
plainly defined, a leader is a person who has followers. 
Authority alone is ho longer enough to command 
.;'resp)ect..';.',-:
The leader sees thirigs through the eyes of the 
followers — tries on their shoes and helps them make 
'•;Their,dreainsxomelrue.V
/ The leader does not hold people down — but lifts 
them up. The leader has faith in people and endeavours 
to draw but the best in them. The leader can be led— is 
hot interested in having his/her own wayy but in finding 
the best way.
Let us give serious consideration to all of the 





or more for the project without the approval of the 
electorate.
Do not be misled by those who would have you 
believe that we have gone too far down the road to turn 
back. That is not so. If no expropriation money is 
available by a certain date — then this could be a dead 
issue. It all depends on what kind of a council the 
Sidney people elect on Nov. 19.
This is neither a development or anti-development 
issue. It’s just plain common sense not to saddle 
ourselves with such a heavy debt over five or 10 years 
plus interest, especially at this time of necessary 
restraint.
Additional monies will still be required for much 
needed improvements to present facilities and services 
— improvements that have been held in abeyance by the 
current council so that existing budget funds would be 
available for the couplet. Remember there is only one 
source of monies — the homeowner and the tenant. 
This is what is at stake!
My fellow citizens, 1 urge you to examine the 
candidates carefully and express your opinion on 
Saturday.
L.D. Roberts 
10180 Wlldflower Place 
,, ' Sidney,
again with three new faces.
But be warned, the candidate with previous 
experience is another buddy, who will dance to their 




Of deep, dark plots
Ed, Note: Mayor Norma Sealey says cost of the couplet 
would be $1,464,552, of which the provincial 
government pays half, leaving Sidney’s share as 
$732,276.
Be warned
I note in your last edition of the Review that 1 am 
accused of some deep dark plot, the purpose of which is 
aittle vague!
I did sign Dick Herlinveaux’s nomination as 1 am 
accused. 1 did not know it would offend Mr. Grieve nor 
do 1 care.
1 also persuaded Mr. Herlinveaux to run, as 1 am 
convinced he was an outstanding alderman last year and 
North Saanich needs a man like that.
It is everyone’s privilege to nominate suitable 
candidates. I don’t even know who nominated Mr. 
Grieve.
I did not have any difficulty filing my nomination 
papers; neither, I understand, did the other candidates. 
After all, we had two weeks to make up our minds.
Last year — we had a law suit against council which 
was quietly dropped after the election. This year — a 
deep dark plot. Next year —,? what will Mr. Grieve 
think of next. / ,




“Too old and too frustrated.”) or what they were I 
running for. (Aid. Alan Cornford was running for ! 
mayor on Oct. 12, turned up with nomination papers • 
for both mayor and alderman Oct. 31, and finally / 
settled for alderman after a lot of hanky panky.)
A self-styled professional environmentalist, Cornford 
happily sub-divided Cloake Hill and sold out Tsheum 
Harbor.
Cumming, who promised to adhere to the community j 
plan, found that he was able to grant a new water lease / 
in Tsheum Harbor. ■
Dedication: Alderman Cornford reels off a long list ! 
of committees on which he served but doesn’t mention ; 
that he missed 33 municipal meetings. He saw fit to j 
attend only four out of nine fire committee meetings in ; 
a year when $400,000 were spent on a new firehall and ; 
new equipment. As chairman of admini.stration ; 
committee he has not called a meeting this year. !
. Continued on Page A6
“Who will ridusof this pestilent pair?”
1 refer, of course, to Jim Cummings and Alan 
Cornford. The former, who cannot bear to face up to 
not being mayor any more, and now thinks, that with a 
figurehead as mayor he will be able to manipulate North 
Saanich council to his own ends, as he has done of 
recent years, and can consider himself mayor in all but 
title.;/ .
Alan Cornford, when he was first elected, was seep as 
a good man to protect our shoreline and limit marina 
development as hh claimed to know all about ecology 
and the environment. So he was put in at once to 
negotiate with Bob Wright to limit the North Saanich 
!';..Marina: development^/"' //'/^,/;,:;:;/
What happened? He was completely out-srqg|rted by 
Bob Wright, and sold us right out, coming up with 
almost the identical plan, already turned down by the 
previous council, except as he triumphantly pointed out, 
he had got Bob Wright to modify the number of 
housing units.




/Our two incumbent aldermen seeking re-election in 
North Saanich are tossing out promises oi Integrity, 
Dedication, Frugality and Communication: Let us 
examine these Offerings in respect to track records.
Integrity: At first they didn’t know if they were 
running; (Aid. Jim Cumming was retiring as of Oct. 19 -
CMiIiie robbed
Sidney RCMP are 
looking for a male suspect 
in connection with the theft 
of: a wallet NOy: 9 from! a 
taxi/ driver in Central
Saanich.
so this was a very hollow victory. Police said the incident
How childish can you get? The manoeuvring in Mr. ; which occurred around 3:03
roori’c fA TMaVA' ciirA/tK<a fimirpKAafr/mbvrir/
Urges residents to vote
/ the/the traffic cPupleL What mpre/could|them 
stake than the spending of somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of $2 million on a road system that is
Green’s office to make sure the figurehe d ayor was a.m. began with a cab ride
not opposed and that the two buddies would stil be able from Victoria and ended at •
to count on the mayor to'side with them; This sort-of Stelly’s Cross Rd. near
devious stupidity is no'way to behave. ' Central Saanich Rd. with
We’ve borne with the old man long enough, with his the culprit fleeing the scene
repeated claims to be going to retire. Please let us make on foot with the cabbies’




system.//Each resolved their, problems by left-turn 
signals and I note that the highways department has 
now inaugurated the same system at Beacon and the Pat 
.'BayHighway/'/’/^/'; '■/.,'/'/'/;■/
//Years ago Duncan tried a one-way street system and 
found it unsatisfactory. Duncan has now reverted back 
to the two-way street system.
The frightening thought is that certain people on the
the Robert Burns 
M c M i c kin g /; C h a p t e r 
I. O; D .E. is planning a 
bazaar from 11 a;m. to 2 
p.m. Nov; 19 at the GN IB 
Hall, across, froin The Bay 
parkade/ Refreshments will 
be served. / /
9786 - 2nd Street /656-7535
ALL OUH MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA “A"
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Frugality; Alderrmn Cumming was blocked in 
another unsuccessful attempt to build a water line of 
highly questionable value down Wain Road (without 
any increase in rates); now he feels we need a 25 per cent
His promise to “Take care of your money” mW 
certainly be achieved when he gets around to installing 
sewers in Deep Cove and Ardmore. 'Why not look after 
our present population instead of paving the way for the
newcomers he says we must accept?
Communication: ^oth Cornford and Cumming wish 
to keep us better informed but they voted against letting 
the municipal planner address the Deep Cove Property 
Owners last spring. They voted against televising 
municipal meetings and helped cancel the “ratepayers 
question period at council” in 1982.
On this record of past performance 1 am unable to 




Re: 1983 Mun. Elec. - North Saanich.
Since the early 1960s speculation has increased 
development for residential purposes on the Saanich 
Peninsula, particularly in this formerly quiet, rural 
farming community. Consequently, recent years have 
witnessed a substantially increased demand for piped 
^,■",fresh^water..^■ ;/ ,
- Two years ago the taxpayers of North Saanich were 
promised a master plan which would set out existing
regular attendance at critical meetings impossible.
Do we need a candidate who believes that his office 
guarantees tenure and a right to dominate and on 
occasion, frustrate council by his contraryness.
We have new candidates — lets give our municipal 
affairs a fresh approach — there is now every chance of 
realizing sound achievement from a new selection of 
aldermen/persons, working hard for the taxpayers’ 
benefit.
J.A.P. Stone 
8565 Bourne Terrace 
Sidney
known theatre’s in Vancouver and have not seen 
anything better. I am sure it is gratifying to them to 
know their dedicated time, and effort given to achieve 
such a production has been a success.
Mrs.M.Mooney 
■ Sidney-
Continued on Page A7
May 1 through your column extend my thanks to the 
Peninsula Players for their outstanding performance of 
“Ladies in Retirement.”
1 have attended many such productions in well
NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, con­
nect an appliance or add another light in one ot the 
rooms or basement.:
Qualified Journeyman Electrician. Licensed and living 
in your area can provide an efficient service.
No Job Too Small
Free Estimates on Electric Heating, a re-wire or new construction.!
Jim LelVlarquand 652-4501
Got a news tip?
Cffiil tiie Slevi©w 51











Dr. Alan Cornford 
advertises himself in your 
paper as a professional 
environmentalist. Yet he 
has been one of the most 
rigorous proponents of the 
desecration, and wild life 
disturbance in Tsehum 
Harbour.
He has aso supported a 
multi-mi Hi on dollar
identify requirements etc;
: : hns yet to mateHalize. l; r^pectfully sug^t *e v to
i taxpayers ^ golden opportunity to_avoid _ sg^age seepage
^ to dealing with North Saanich t wonder therefore what
: water problems by electing three new candidates for North Saanich
. hnc that if re-elected
They will, with your encouragement l am surey give act as
wtaer utilities planning a high priority, ensuring that a
master plan becomes a reality and policy respe^tmg cost
and responsibility known, to both the public and to ' • j-g-.uipg
developers alike. I believe we need a change now, away ^ Tuam
from the presently suffocating arrangement wherein
only one alderman claims to know fully what our water IW' I trk
utility plans are while the balance of council can only SICOHIB lO
guess at the commitments made and to whom! MoOS® Hdll
Detail and background must' be set down where it is 
available to all of council and technical staff. On behalf of Lodge 1390
Almost a year ago taxpayers were promised at a and Chapter 25, 1 would f 
public meeting that the community plan would be like to thank you for the'
.■ presented shortly in its revised mode. Tens of thousands excellent write-up for our
' of dollars have been spent on this effort, yet the final “Open House”, Oct. 1,
' document still has to have its final public hearing and which was most successful,
publication. ’ Also, due to the above,
A wo ci.r>v, o f.r,rr,,wiAvvr‘z^mmiinitv?‘Rnrelv-a : .- ; niir . <;nrifll/dinnei
Prices Effective 
Wed. Nov. 16 to
Sat. Nov. 19,1963
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 









the original examination? Saanich Rd. at 7 p.m. An
We now have experienced members on council and it invitation is extended to all. 
would therefore seem an excellent opportunity to add ' Kent Smyth,
, new faces and.nevv talents. Consider carefully before- Loyal Order of Moose,
electing any candidate, however able and public-spirited p.O. Box 178
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GILBERT’S MARINE & GUIDE SERVICE LTD.
Year around Salmon fishing
BOAT RENTAL >6.00 per hour
Phone (604) 652-2211 VOSIAO
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This is Andrew Jr., your 
busirlesis partner^ 
iSihee Andrew Sr. passed 
awaykJunior and his tearr. 
Jaspers and trust officers 
have become your hew
yy br t mof ■
business partners. Whether 
you like it or not.
To avoid this, ask your 
Canada bifeageht^t^
: how a funded buy^sell '
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Continued from Page A6
The government was elected by a healthy majority 
and the members were jubilant and very vocal.
But a small group of dissidents were unhappy and 
they planned to lower the boom and make the people 
understand they were stronger than government. They 
planned carefully and vry efficiently.
The legislature met to discuss the restraint program 
but thoughtful discussion is not recognized on either 
side of the House. Accusations flew, delays planned and 
closure imposed and the people were confused.
Confused because the media with its biased members 
outweighed the logic of the few moderates in the fourth 
estate and their views were heard throughout the land. 
The dissidents moved and took action and the threats 
against the government began. A few sane voices sought
silence could be felt and the people got more confused.
Protests and rallies were organized and attended in 
drove.s by those fringe groups who will attend any rally 
as long as it is against established authority. The people 
weremore confused but the government broke its 
silence only by a slight frown and a yawn.
Protests developed into strikes and threats of 
violence. A few plaintive wordswere offered by 
government but the words fell Hat as many of the people 
were now mesmerized by the constant media endorsed 
statements of inaccuracy from the union imports.
Now the union members begin to wonder. Did 1 vote 
for this? Is this the policy of my union? But they are 
forced to keep quiet and stay in line under threats of 
dismembership and intimidation. And still the 
government remains silent, reluctant to tell the people 
here and throughout Canada just what the stakes are in 
this business of governing British Columbia and 
retaining a standard of living commensorate with our 
income.
How long, Bill Bennett, will you let those inept 
individuals speak for the government elected by the 
people of this province? Unleash those in the party who 
have the ability to impress and convince. Let us hear 
from those who can silence tlie disturbance with their 
logic and intelligence. You have them in the party and 
the people want to listen and learn the real facts.
Do something before tliemajority is shouted down by 
the rabble willing to be led througli the nose by a few 
transplanted leaders who are drunk with tlie taste of 
power and the prospects of more. Speak up, because 
democracy in Britislv Columbia is threatened when the 
picket line becomes more important than the ballot bo.\.
W. Archibald Gray Sidney, 
202-2040 SVhilc Birch Rd.,
' 'Sidney.
to petition
1 would like to address the following comments 
through you to Wayne Fletcher of C.R. Disposal, who 
was outbid for the residential garbage collection conract
for Sidney.
While it is indeed unfortunate to see any local jobs in 
jeopardy as a result of council’s decision to accept the 
low bid submitted by Harmuss Industres, I must object 
to the petition which is now being circulated.
Harmuss Industries have apparently complied with all 
conditions of the tender, and satisfy council’s 
requirements with respect to the capacity of that firm to 
perform its part of the contract.
C.R. Disposal’s bid was submitted under the same 
terms and conditions as Harmuss Industries’, and it 
should be noted that C.R.’s bid was not second lowest, 
but third. There is no basis upon which to refuse the low 
bid.
Should council give in to Mr. Fletcher’s manipulation 
of public sentiment, two very important things would 
occur: first the integrity of the bidding process would be 
sacrificed. All future contracts would be awarded to 
firms or individuals who most cleverly use public 
sentiment, or who have most influence on council. I’m 
sure we all want to avoid that kind of scenario.
Secondly, free trade across municipal boundaries 
would seriously be hampered. Think, for a moment 
what would happen if this bid from outside Sidney is 
rcfu.sed because that firm was not local. Under this 
principle, firms from outside this municipality would 
suffer an unfair disadvantage when competing for 
business here.
If other municipalities or cities were to adopt this 
approach in retaliation our own local firms, such as
Wi
pamioPMUon^^
So l I & « R i TE
Continued on Page A8
Reverting to a subject he 
raised by letter at last 
week’s committee-of-the- 
whole meeting of Sidney 
council, Allan G. Brown 
appeared in person Monday 
night to ask if there was any 
way the town’s anti-noise 
bylaw; J could be 
strengthened.
In his letter of last week 
;Brovvn said that for more" 
than a year, residents in the 
vicinity of Bevan and 2nd; 
Ave. where he liyes ; have 
;been “concernedi disturbed;
; and annoyed”; by; the; noise ;; 
Of drunken parties carried 
on by day or night, 
sometimes to 4; a.m. in a 
buildng on the corner of? 
2nd and Bevan.
Many times he had found 
it necessary to phone the 
police, as well as the 
absentee owner."
He was told Monday
night, as he was at the 
meeting a week ago, that 
the remedy lay in his own 
hands. He had the option of 
laying a charge under the 
present bylaw or of 
bringing a ; civil action 
against the Owner of the 
property. ;
One member Of the 
RGMP said that he should 
lay a charge, ?Brown told 
members" bf ; the council, 
whiie; another;;said that the
Crown could lay the charge 
and he would appear as a 
witness. He felt the 
landlord was responsible 
for the actions of the 
;‘‘transients” who rented his 
property. ;
Mayor Norrria Sealey 
said the noise was created 
by the tenants and not by 
the landlord. Furthermore, 
she felt that no one had the 
right to label the teriarits 
“transients.” ; ■ ; ? :; ^
Xa
^^r?;;upEN;DAiiY;;:t l;:AiVI,:ior ■
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINl: IN OR I’AKI: OUf 
812 Verdict Avo.f Brentwood Bay 
652-3B22 |
Steak & Ciiowdcr House
do 111# \i|/iiioi.ii(#niwMii iiiiy ‘_ .
40;itd«i; sa/ad./tar.,
BresMast, Liincli ft Oinnor-Daily ;, 
Sunday Bruncli 1 l!30‘l:30
Phone 652.2413 or 652-9515
Citlsiliefrii libiKc y
OPCN FROIVI t) P.M 
7 DAYS A;WEEK
Vt'iM Hddnii ll H(l liy





' FISH a CHIPS
FAMOUS CMARBROI LED
U?i]oy'6ut
IN THE BEACON piAZA MALL 
2321 Boncon Avc. Sitlni
656-4822
STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
EvoniiiB Dining in 
Fine Moditerranean Tradition
M{in;.|hiii«i n II III III ,1? muliiKilii 
; ' ' I'li. t 4#l, ll ii iih-l D.m. ' 
BUN, IS H0U()AVS il i),mM0(i.in. 
OPEN f ON tUNCII
TAKE OUTS fi5G-559& - 7 




10% Soiilor Cilizon PlscouM; 2 p.m. tlnliy 
7 DAYS A week’ 7 a.m, - 7 p.m. i.icon««d 65M192
kg
':lv
.^g kVITH A DIFFERENCE
479-2123
V Mon.-Thurs, 0 am -7 pm ;
Fri,-Sat, U am-8 pm
2470 Honcon Auo., Sidney. 656-4944
par/?/Q^
ReSTcTURaNT'
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; Van Islo Marina
Y ; i2320 Harhour Rd.
Monk to $at. 8 am to 4 pm I 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 8S6«6S2lJ
Whcn,ltcomcfto:dlHlwiodt0Mt.P«Mer»JAmf4 
ttian anyone] Let ul liel|i you plan an appropriate] 
advertising metlu' call today for assistance?
If' 'i;''V"< 
Jill. ..., ...#,...
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The resulting loss of jobs would far outweigh any 
advantage of creating trade barriers.
I, for one, cannot condone Sidney council subsidizing 
any firm to the tune of $157,000, over five years, only to
and the taxes in this community raised.
I would invite Mr. Fletcher to abandon his petition, 
accept the results of the bid, and to continue to bid for 






CANADA SAFE way limited
PRICES EFFECTIVE NOV. 16 TO NOV. 22,1983
Beef
area and any current leases over that area.
•The town will provide any letters of authority, 
releases or assistance necessary for Sidney 
Breakwater Developments Limited to obtain a
'"“r-xr.. - .1. —•
taxpayers of Sidney, hts concerns on the breakwater Hparian rights to allow the town to
'"'i^pper refrained from disclosing that he is the donstructthenecessaryroads, parkadesandM^
I feel compelled and somewhat provoked into 
replying to the elusive David Napper s letter 
criticizing my guest editorial in your newspaper of 
: Nov. 2
It disappointed me that Napper did not take the
Once upon a time, in a peaceful land 
by the sea, a butcher decided he would 
likke to join the council of elders.
And so he did.
Safeway
Special
At the time, there was a law of the 
land that required shopkeepers to provide
space for their customers to park 
their'carriages, so that the streets 
would not be cluttered. But, while 





Ltd. He also asks numerous questions, several to 
which he already knows the answers. It is quite
obvious where the financing for such a project would 
be acquired. The exact same place where Sidney
their finance i.e. pur financial institutions. The
taxpayers consent.
I would have welcomed a plebiscite on this 
important issue at the Nov. 19 election, as stated in 
my motion to council of July 4,1983 - “That council 
debate the possibility of holding a plebiscite
•The town will provide any necessary upgrading of 
existing roads and services to permit the construction
of the breakwater and marinas described.
•The town wil provide any waterfront 
beautification, parks, walkways, roads or^ other 
shoreline improvements it deems desirable or
riecessary in the circumstances.
•The town will provide any parking lots or areas 
required in the general area of the waterfront to
As time passed, and after the butcher 
was no longer an elder, he let his son 
run the butcher shop, and decided to 
build a tall building, with many shops
and offices. And so he did.
After awhile, a new council of elders 
realized what had happened, and so they 
put back the law that required parking 
spaces. But, it was too late - the
and marina users/owners.
•The town will provide, where it is reasonable, any 
assistance of consents to enabe the above project to
garding;the reUnquishmg of tteIoreshomleasj'-_ ‘’"Sap^kage! How many taxpayers doUars will
Unfortunately ^ the t.me, ^factor-myp yrf^ ^ n
SircCLb UCLalliC uiiw vv*i.
of the people who went to the shops and 
offices.
Meanwhile, the butcher had sold his 
tall building, and moved away to a 
distant land .
completing a conceptual arid overview plan with
it take — dollars to enhance a private development? 
w ... It eoes without savins that council unanimously
input ftoin the taxpayer through the public tjari g ^eiected this proposal. If this is the type of proposal
process was agmnst^ch auction.
XS"—S •.he delicate and
confidential information regarding this * \ */hd, it extremely difficult to remain
development.” I ask “What delicate information. writins this letter- therefore, I will conclude by
Allow me to reveal the only delicate and confidential rgi4rating that the foreshore lease belongs to each
information to which Napper must be referring. reueraimg _ _
. SldnCV Br68ik\
The new owner, who was also a merchant, 
could not enlarge his shop because his 
tall building did not have enough space 
to park more carriages.
and everyone of us. While I remain anelected official 
Correspondence from ^ an^^8 'l98? of community the taxpayers will be allowed every
Developm^ts Limited dated March 16 and 18,1983, deciding the destiny orthe brnshpre:;
signed by David Napper. t and off-shore development of our ocean front.
Sidney Breakwater Developments Limited much be owrieci by so few, Mr;
requests the following assistance from the Town of ■ > »
* «The town will release all claims to the harbour
Years later; when it was time to elect
elders, the good tovynspepple were 
very worried - orie man who vvanted to be an 
elder was a merchant vvhp did not like the 
law about parking carriages. Another ^ 
a director of a company that wanted the
elders to give them part of the seaside 
that belonged to the people. Yet another 
man wanted to be the leader of the elders, 
and he was in the business of buying and
iNappef?;
Winter
I Some of the townspeople, who remembered
Sidney Alderman I what had happened in days gone by, were 
”“=* sorely perplexed - what should they do?
^ Anonymous
"B <rfci€>Y« ly
so li.ciXI5 Oil In
The 10 candidates in Sidney aldermanic race more or less q . -g- ]L „  l > h
repeated already stated platforms during a televised all-
candidates meeting on Saanich Cablevision, channel 10, othlpte<; are
and at another meeting at Sanscha Hall which drew some ...i oart in the
100 people but was rated'a 'Misaster'l because of;®; 
inadequate public address system, jMOr questioning and , ^ 
lack of debate among candidates. Vort St lohn
An all-candidates meeting of North Saanich candidates • ' au 3 q
at Deep Cove drew a fair crowd at a church hall opposite
Deep Cove schooLbut there was insufficient room and it |ace in Burnaby July l9- 
. was standing room only for some people. 22. 1984, and 3750 athletes
Aid. Jim Cumming told the meeting he would press for a expected to cbmpete in 
joint North Saanich-Sidney sewer treatment plant at Pat games.
Bay Airport while Dick Herlinveaux opted for septic tanks. 7'he 1984 Suriimer Gantes 
The issue of amalgamation between the Saanich ; built around
Peninsula municipalities surfaced and Cumming said lie amateur
was for it in 1967 and “got clobbered,” However, associations of B.C.
Cumming said he imagined the general viewpoint had
changed now because of the increase in population .and ^ ip
added amalgamation “would be preferable in the long pna^jpg the summer and 
run.” winter games as successful
y' ^ in common; Sidney seemed to be obsessed
direction its traffic would lake on the roads, and was 
concerned with high density ‘‘none of which really appli^ B m
to North Saanich^ ;Wc have tp rimiritain ^drth Saa^^^
way it is.**
Murray Alexander Hughes said amalgamation would 
have to come sometime, while Rebecca Vermeer and Alan 
Cornford agreed the two municipalities had different
"^Cornford was asked why he was running for alderman 
when ho had originally stated he was running for mayor 
?and replied it was his democratic right to keep :hi8 options; ; 
onen.
Hughes pledged an “open door’ policy at council if 
, elected, Vermeer said the past council hud chosen to ignore 
the “rich wealth” of expertise in the community and
Beard’s 
bk# but;..
Hirsute members of 
Sidney volunteer fire 
department can keep, their; 
;"':':;":;beards'if''they;wi9h —-''hrid;;. 
remain menTbers in good 
standing of the brigade. But 
they can’t wear certain 
t y pe.s of,.-V-. breathirii, 
apparatus, council decided 
Monday night.
It Ir; not nn rtf^thoHc 
consideration which 
prompts the council action 
but a rcgulatiuif. of the 
Workmen's,:..Conipensaiton,
















iMPROVEWlENI OF EXISTING roads;
BOULEVARDS AND DITCHES.
• OPEN COUNCIL MEETING WITH NO 
CLOSED DOOR DECISIONS INVOLVING 
TAXPAYERS MONEY.
• referendum concerning any MA­
JOR PROJECT INVOLVING TAX 
DOLLARS.
if BORR0WING; RESTR]CTED TO 
















DET7l/tS AT TM£ STOTO
In Your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store 
Wc Reserve the right 
to limit Quantities.
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II By Hubert Beyer :
II One aspect of the dispute between the government 
and striking public servants has been the question of 
l| whether or not reporters should cross picket lines.
II The position taken by reporters varies greatly. In '
^ § fact, there are about as many positions as there are 
■ reporters in the legislative press gallery.
ij First, there are those who refuse to cross picket 
ll lines on principle. They are mostly members of a 
' union themselves, such as the Newspaper Guild. |;| 
Other crossed the picket lines from day one, taking ||
II the position that their job is to cover the news, no ||
^ matter where it is. 1
ll And then there is a third category which includes ; 
me. Their position is that as long as the picket line ||
I P doesn’t interfere with their job, they won’t cross it. ||
' J| Well, a week into the strike, the picket line did ||
ll interfere with my job and I had no qualms crossing 
t ll it. I moved back into the press gallery and will j| ;
; J| damned well cross any picket line for as long as I ||
- have to report on the strike. ^ ||
^ The British Columbia Government Employees 
p Union’s edict that a picket line is a picket line and ||
' should not be crossed by anyone, including reporters,
I r was a rather stupid one to start with. Even from the ||
I union’s point of view, it didn’t make any sense.
I ^ A picket line is to prevent anyone from entering J|
1 the struck premises to do the work that is normally 
^ ll done by striking employees. T?hat isn’t the case with
^ Iii reporters. It just so happens Aiat the press gallery is
! ^ in the legislative buildings whidh are picketed. 1
I |; For the first few days, I refrained from crossing P
; i the picket lines simply as a courtesy to the striking I
i II union. I had no trouble getting the news I wanted 
I P without crossing. ; ||
I I I also hoped that the BCGEU leadership would see p 
I |: how idiotic its position was. The fact is that every H
.. ' w
\
With a projected 
shortfall of $152,765 in 
1984, Vancouver Island 
Regional Library is seeking 
increased m u n i cip a 1 
contributions. Sidney’s 
share may be increased 
from $60,700 to about 
$66,000.
Sidney’s representative 
on the regional library 
board. Aid. John Calder, 
told council Monday night 
that 26 out of 35 members 
were present at a meeting in
Nanaimo when it was 
decided to ask
municipalities to increase 
their contributions by five 
per cent. This would bring 
in more than $2 million.
There would, however, 
be no increases in library 
staff, professional or 
otherwise and the new mill 
rate levied against 
contributing municipalities 
would be the equivalent of 
1.56 rather than 1.3 mills as 
at present.
’<s to formermayor Jean Butler at coffee 
party held Nov. 10 at home of Arnold and Mickey De Bruin, 923 Verdier. MacDonald, a lawyer prac­
ticing in Brentwood Bay, met residents in informal setting to discuss issues in election.
Murray SbarrallPhuh)
going on.
ll the news. P
p By not letting reporters cross the picket lines, the p
union and
■ ill that’s highly undesirable. |i
At the risk of sounding slightly dramatic, I think, p.he media Should be regarded as sonjething like the | - MoUey with a SOCial COnSCienCC
Red Cross. Regardless of the participants in ||
hostilities, the Red Cross must function and dispense p It is possible to make investments in virtually any “social responsibility’’) adds one more filter in the 
relief to both sides. p conceivable area of human activity; from nuclear power search for acceptable companies in which to invest, but
i| Similarly, the press must be allowed to function || to solar energy, destructive weaponary to heart fo'’ ^ significant group of people it is an important filter
I without pressure from either side. It must be able to I pacemakers, food producers to chemical defoliant in the allocation of their funds.
;|i have access to all the news, not just the union’s || manufacturers, garment manufacturers to waste (Stephen R. Taylor is a representative of Pitfield
II version of it. . P management. . Mackay Ross Limited, Victoria) .
I Some reporters have pressed the union to issue || While many people are content' to profit from an
r> passes that would exempt reporters from having to ' investment regardless of its nature, there are some
, respect the picket lines. With all due respeect. I reject ' investors who put constraints upon the types of
\ ' that solution, even though it’s been done in the past. ' industries^ driQ^companies they are prepan
•1 By acceptinf a pass, a reporter would admit that he || por example, sometimes a client indicates he does not
I I has actually no right to go where he wants to and i wish to be .
e prepared to support. f 
i i t t 
ll i t associated with any company wliich is 
involved with nuclear energy, or with the defence 
establishment, or chemical manufacturing, or with a 
s I wonder, for instance, how reporters would react ■: known environmental polluter.
I if the government denied them access to the press ■ Finding companies which are suitable within the
I gallery? They would be outraged, and with good : constraint guidelines is quite often a difficult task.
’ J 1*0^5011. ^r\TY>r\OiniAC tA Ka ciittoKloi dt rct^rrl d Id
I cover v/hat he has to. He would become a tool of the involved ith nuclear energy, or ith the defence
; union. : ■  ’ ’’ ’ . • >
It was for thqt rea<>on;and be:cause the picket lines II are found to have divisions which are unacceptable to 
;rc beginning to interfere with my job that I gi.: the individual withobjectives of investing in “clean’’■were
decided to cross them. I wasn’t about to wait until i
J I the birdbrains in the BCGEU leadershipi kindly | 
; consented to allow me to cross the picket lines. |i
) 3 One of the arguments used by the union was that | 
i i| they didn’t cross picket lines when newspaper |
companies.;'::;:!
A: client; brought to my ; attention a publication 
entitled Gobi/ Money. The Newsletter of 'Social f 
Investing and /tiven/mg. This publication tries to 
. identify companies which might be considered to be 
' employees were on strike. With the greatest of soeially responsible. One company identified by the 
I'l respect, that’s a specious argument. What possible | newsletter was a well-knb\vn chocolate manufacturer. ;
i| business could a public servant have behind, the | 'phe newsletter notes that the company has been 
I i;:| picket lines of striking newspaper employees? | concerned, consistently, with nutrition and thehealth of
II ; Reporters; oh the other hand, have vital business || children and has been involved with charitable work and
; % behind the BCGEU picket lines. They must interview || youth programmes for many years. : : ; ;
; 3 the premier and cabinet ministers, all of w’hom are || After the incident at Three Mile Island, the company 
msiclc the legislative buildings. (which is headquartered in Pennsylvania) took
, '■ Unless, of course, the BCGEU believes that only || extraordinary measures to assvirc product quality while 
I 3 its side of tdc dispute should be reported, in which || still honouring their cdrninitmeiit to accept all the milk : :
^ case even my not crossing the picket lines as a matter || produced by reliable local farms.
; of courtesy for a few days was wasted. ‘ |j The scafeh for socially responsible companies {after
Be titat as It: niay, from how on any union going II you have struggled with an acceptable definition oly y
J be.
;i||:T)n s 11^
liie begilUlittg iluiUt ivspccA Jhc media’s hcuiral rolc | 
;1*§;'^{^n'djloesnMAxpecl;rcport<n;s;to,:;honor;J^ickcl;^ncs.;^>;'^';|^ 
' , Aitything short of that shows a great lack of 
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Members of Central Saanich committee want the 
intersection between Keating Cross Road and the Pat Bay 
Highway upgraded and have requested staff prepare a 
feasibility report relating to this access.
The matter arose Monday after committee received 
information that Greg Singer, senior planning engineer for 
the ministry of highways, was awaiting the municipality’s 
preference on whether to upgrade the connection at either 
Keating or the Island View Access to the highway.
Committee decided that rather than research both 
alternatives at a cost of between $10,000 and $14,000, it 
would be more effective to state their most obvious 
preference to the highways rninistry and back it up with 
suggestions from the enginering department as well as the 
Keating Industrial Association.
“We don’t want to have to prepare an expensive report 
if the provincial government will do that for us,’’ said 
Mayor Dave Hill.
Aid; Earle Tabor argued the Island View intersection 
would be less expensive and the the cost of upgrading the 
intersection at Keating and Pat Bay would be 
“prohbitive.’’
“There are four or five properties that would have to be 
expropriated and a tremendous amount of fill to put in the 
valley below.’’
But Aid. Ruth Arnaud said bluntly, “We want Keating 
through.’’
It is our
to Butchart Gardens, she argued.
Hill said it is not. 
but the”impact on business. That’s where we get the 
greatest percentage of our taxes (the industrial park) and if 
we attempt to change the flow of traffic we could down­
grade those ass;essrnents.’ -^^^^^;;^
“And there is Keating Elementary school. We have to 
look at the safety angle there.
I “L think we should say that it is the Keating access we 
want and stick it into the community plan when it’s 
i'teviewed;’
Staff reminded committee that it is highways that will 
I foot the bill and that its own report on which site is better 
I could; make a big impact on niunicipal wishes. For 
example/ the ministry may say that Island View is the best 
lOcdtidh and that if council wamt it at Keating the district 
will have to pay the difference.
By Lyall Riddell
Of the 78 Hi/Lo teams 
that started in the evening 
leagues this past week, 29 
have been eliminated in the 
first week.
Congratulations to 
Rowena Nunn, bowling in 
the Monday Fun League, 
who rolled 756, 240 POA 
and won Mr. Mikes steak 
dinner.
Other top bowlers this 
past week (Nov. 7-11) were, 
in the Golden Age League: 
Tom Lenton 670 (275), Ed 
Madsen 630 (222).
Monday Fun League: R. 
Tripp 764 (259).
Ladies Mermaids; F. 
Abbott 694 (241), M. 
Millwater 682 (267), M. 
Isdahl 664 (226), J. Scott 
647 (245), P. Van Nes 636 
(243).
YBC (Saturday) Junior: 
M. Farmer 583 (207); Pee- 
wee(2): C. Collard 202 
(103); Bantam; A. Budd 
396(151).
YBC (Sunday) Bantam: 
L. Rodgers 407 (153); Pee- 
wee(2): T. Courser 230 
(119). .
lb the Unfit :
If you just sit 
You won’t quit 
Being unfit.
Perhaps it hasn’t
.K Meet Lavinia Stevens, proprietor of the Witch's Kitchen. Lavinia, her husband Alan and their «
‘ I two children have lived on the peninsula for eight years. The best thing about the peninsula, says | p,
L Lavinia, is living in a small community that is close to Victoria and Vancouver. Lavinia likes to I occurred to you that when ,,
^ spend her-sji&r&iim'^.^ooking^playlng'^badmimon, sleeping and lying in the suit (not necessarily in ^ I you enter an eating
that order). If Lavinia could take any vacation in the world she would set sail for Gilligans Island. I establishment, whether it be
J the neighbourhood burger
loint nr t hat snecial *j u O p
' ■ , . gourmet restaurant you’ve
always wanted to try, once
9 -------7 again you are a consumer.
“ When you patronize a
restaurant, don’t be fooled 
by flowery language on the : 
menu. Restaurants are 
permitted some imaginative':
must reasonably represent T 
the dish to be served. This is I:; 
especially" true' of 'the |i; 
number of portions in a 1 
serving, such as pieces of 
fish in fish and chips. r
Most restaurants strive to f; 
satisfy their patrons. If you 
are asked if everything is 
satisfactory, don’t shyly say 
it was, if it was not. Give 
the festaurant a chance to 
::.:fedeemdtself.f||,a1;:>f;'-;;r.^v;;:,.;:^^
RESIDENT!,AL — COMMERCIAL 
AUTOMOTIVE — INDUSTRIAL 
MOBILE HOMES — MARINE
FREE ESTIMATES
6761 Kirkpatrick Cres., 
Saanichton, B.C., VOS 1 MO
latitude in describing their 
- ; creatiohf but the
The painfully slow but debatable”, says Ryan, businesses arc the Island’s by those who do not ^^ue and accurate, 
never-the-lcss recent “but losses in terms of daily major employers. ' ^ Substitud^^
progress in restoring some cash flow are currently “They are slowly being financial investment 
L'ihrl nf nnrmalcv Jh the Loin.T mpnuircd in the choked to death”.
rnarcarine for butterkind of or alcy in the bei g easure i  the c ke  to death’’, Ryan order to receive_an income. .
business community has hundreds of thousands of .says, “at a time when they “Labour strife is killing cream or tiirkev
been stopped dead in itss dollars.” should be supported. It’s the goose that laid the fQ,-
tracks by labour problems, ironic that our economic golden egg”, ; RyaiV ^_;^
says Denny Ryan, general There arc more than problenis are being caused concluded.
Business Bureau ol Vancouver Island, ihe
I Vancdiiyef Island .
“Just how long .smaller family operations 
Vancouver I s 1 a n cl only made possible through
tlvvindling family 
under the present rcsoiirees. Collectively, 
circumstances is private enterprise
'i^rDENBYy : 
^MIKASA













SIMPLICITY AT IT'S BEST 
(o make your tabic look 
SIMPLY ELEGANT
45 pioco sol (or 8 Hogular S260,0ll.
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Sure, you work hard for 
your money, and you want
to got your money's vyprth. .........
But. getting your money's jiis
vvorth is not all it’s cracked "i:
iip to bo.
fJosidos rriorchandiSG, , ;'f
you’re also paying for iiji
service, Wtien you shop ii
2: y at a highway store and ask” : ill
i [J/ if ; fth ethpidyee for help, what ;i:
' kiiid bf answer do you 
gel?:lf It's"! dori't know", or 
::y2T>:‘'y‘'|f:ypu':dorVt:see:iUwoidon't':
;havolt," then you're getting:,,
: y no help at all! If you're tired ; ; : :
of that kind of servico... try f 
: : ours. Shopi locally, whord 
the people you deal with 
i enjoy dealing with you.
Nohmdtorobm.,, 
tlyo bmtMlioppIng's ' 
h&m&l horned
I t orn 2'^
■.y:.::;:,2:y:iH{
ilVf-y' ■ff.V. i • 2
. L ■y2';.yMl!l
' ' ,
i: i ‘Hou (jilt Wiiippiyp . 
'r'lnMcvyyy-y'^^yy-' y’"'i- :*Ffcofarl<ln9 al2rcar,'SIDNtT .pfj^-,1 nogistry
*tiifl Cerliflciiffts
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Splitting defence is Peninsula Signs Eagles rushing defenceman
Jeff Stevens during 5-3 victory over visiting Fuller Lake 
Capitols in bantam rep hockey action Nov. 13 at Panorama.
Eagles, who scored three third period goals to snap 2-2 tie got 
two-goal performance from Trevor Skakiin.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Scoring ace Ken Hill and 
Tim Walburg opened the 
regular season with a bang, 
firing three goals apiece as 
Sidney Movers oulscored 
Harbour Texaco 9-5 in 
Bantam house league 
hockey action Nov. 6 al 
Panorama.
It was a high scoring, fast 
paced, highly enieriaining 
contest and hopefully a 
preview of what fans can 
expect this season. Mike 
Stevens with two and Jason 
Bedford with one added 
goals for the winners while 
Dean Chan, Todd 
Sanderson, Darren 
Pacquette, Stacy Scott and 
Rob Beyer replied for 
Texaco.
In the other season 
opener, Nov. 4, Lee Plank 
scored three times and 
Gordon Hatch added a pair 
to lead Cornish’s to an 8-4 
victory over Radio Shack.
Steve Montgomery, 
Danny Nunn and Kevin
Keeler rounded out the 
scoring for Cornish’s while 
Vein Burden with two 
goals, Julian Ridgeway and 
Gar Purdy with singles got 
goals for Radio Shack.
In juvenile hockey Dale 
King and Dan Alexander 
figured in all but one of 
their team’s goals as Island 
Furniture breezed by Juan 
de Fuca9-3.
King had two goals and 
two assists while Alexander
.set up four other markers.
Shawn Strandberg, 
playing in his first game of 
the season, was a standout 
in net.
H a r hour Texaco 
outscored Sidney Bakery by 
a score of 12-5 and 
Harvey’s downed Allbay 9- 
3 in Pec-wee action.
In other hockey action, 
Sidney Pharmacy and 
Sidney Lions, Pup A, 
skated to a 4-4 tie.
Xhe Labatf’s Six Packs Through both the UBC 
Men’s volleyball team tournament and regular 
continued to serye notice league playL the efforts of 
that it intends to be B.C.’s; Lome Chan, BobHehn and
Undefeated Central Saanich Firefighters finally rriet 
head-on with some stiff cbmpetitioii and had to come from 
behind to defeat host LEO Strikers 6-4 in division 6B youth 
soccer action ^ over the weekend at Margaret Jenkins 
school.
i The firefighters, led by two-goal performances from 
1 Daryle Lawes and David Milligan, scored five second-half 
I goals to erase a 3-1 deficit. David Birdsall and Mark 
i Beenting added other goals for the winners.
>; After completing the first half of the schedule the 
Firefighters have outscored the opposition by a whopping
In division 8E, Justin Holmes scored the 
■ rec<
by edging visiting Landsdpwne 3-2.
winner as 
season
tallied at the three-minute mark after executing a clever ruriy
dovyn the jvinganci the half ended deadlocked at;!-L Jamie , 
MacDonald scored the go-ahead goal only to have 
Landsdowne come right back with the equalizer before 
Homes put his team in front for good.
In girls soccer action, the Peninsula TWU Tigers, 
division 7, had their winning streak broken as they were
,4'J 1 ___IT______I *_____ T-1 . •65goalsto five. ,,.. . defeated 3-^by Gqrdon Head Acme Paint.
In division 5e^2’ Peninsula GWG Rentals surrendered Scoring ace'Shannon McMillan scored on'a pass from 
. two goals late in the game and were downed 3-1 by visiting Jih Fletcher to give the Tigers an early lead and aggressive 
Saltspring at North Saanich school. Play by Lorien Henson and Samantha Towler kept the
GWG failed to capitalise on numerous scoring 
opportunities early in the contest and Saltspring, playing a 
counter-attacking role, scored on a break-away and led 1-0 
at half .GWG continued to press after the interval and a lot
of hard work finally paid off when Jerry Gross blasted in the second half to seal the victory, 
the equalizer afte he split the defense qn a perfect through 
ball from TodiJ Redding.
the end of the half.
That late, goal in the first half seemed to give Gordon 
Head momentum as they scored two unanswered goals in;
was caught out Of positiop aiid
mistake, banging in two goals with less than fiye minutes
remaining.
Midfielders Gory Hanley and Daryl Siihon had strong 
games for the Peninsula squad.
Bob Garpenter fired three goals tp help Peninsula 
Westebast Sayings to their seventh straight victory, in a 7-1 
rout over host Prospect Lake Economart in division 8 
-.soccer at',RoyalOak;SchobL,
^ ^estcoast fired six unanswered goals during the second 
half of play after being held to a 1-1 tie at the half.
Gordon with a single got other markers for Westcoast.
Ben Nolin, Carson Shanks and Ian Smith were solid bn 
the backlinc while Gerrit Vink, Thomas Petzing, Mark 
■ Viverbs and Ryan Hope were as equally in
'midfield."'''"'"
the wihnep at the fiye-minute mark to give the Peninsula i 
Queens !l^y-Less, division 8, a 2-6 victory over host Juan 
de Fuca.
In the second half the sister combinatioh of Laura arid 
Leah Braithvyaite went to work with Laura scoring the 
irisurance marker to put the garne out of reach. Tariis 
Holmes iri net recorded the shutout.
BOYS’LEAGUE
Couniry RonialB Bye:,
;' ;twu uniiprti': pDSlpOllOd ;:
40;.:.'; 3-larvi;y‘c,Sporting Goods ■YY;-'"o:,:::."; .' 'lake Hill. ■■ '■.■■.:3'
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IWUlHiai.. V'. '.I G(iii)ori,Nnart‘::' 1; ■''"''Y.3;;V
: ''Jufl'iOn tiicn "" i'7i:
:top club. team this year, 
p 1 a c i ri g t h i r d a t t h e
prestigious t U BC y 
Thunderbird: Invitational 
and then stretching: fits 
undefeated win-loss record 
: in the Lower Vancouver 
“Islarid yoileybali league to 
16-0.
At UBC the Labatt’s 
crew claimed first place in 
its pool after round robin 
play, posting a standard of 
six wins against no losses. - 
In quarter-finals the ..Six, 
Packs swept past the British 
Columbia Olympics, 
generally regarded as one of 
;Canada’s finest club tearris, 
16-14, 15-7.
Then came an emotional 
semi-final, in which the 
home supported UBC 
Thunderbirds—- defending 
Canadian university 
champions — proved too 
powerful for Labatt’s, 
taking a 15-13, 15-8
decision.
In ^the tournament final 
the U-Vic Vikings, off to a 
p h e ri o m e n a 1 si t a r t t h i s 
seas on V : b r6 u g h i t he 
toilrriament title home,; 
riiatching UBC’s po^er 
with a strong blocking 
performance. The scores 
were 15-13, 15-10. ; :
Upon returning to Lower 
yVariebuyer Island league 
; play, the Labatt’s squad 
continued its winning ways 
by post ing victories of 15-2, 
15-7: and 15-5, 15-10 over 
Nboksak and FarWest 
Hbriiriicrs rcspcihiycly.^^ "
Steve Berry stood but.
by Horet of Canada
Made of 85% polyester, 15% metallic.
DRY CLEAN ONLY , ’ • ' ' ■
,: jSNear one of these delightful dolman 
blouses with a matching pant or skirt :si
It’s fresh! It’s exciting! It’s contemporary!
It’s classic! It’s what you’ll be wearing in 
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Crystal Pool in Victoria. V 
Parkland j accunutla^
157 total; aggregate; points 
and tied with Behnont; for 
third place behind Nanaimo 
arid Mt. Douglas, in a field 
that included 211 schools 
; froni till over Vancouver i 
’Island.
The top four swimmers ip 
each event will compete in 
provincial
championships later this 
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. :3 a STOREWIDE 20% OFF
UiX\fii'Y 
, ■ 0,
porago quality is Important to oyory 
dairy, beef apd sheep producer,;
f-rasor Valley and Vancouver Island 
farrners arq invited to seo how their 
forage stacks up In a cornpetilion hoing 
hold in cohjimclioh with the1984 boiry 
Producers’ Short Course.
Threo clastniea to enter:
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Child paternity and child support continue to be 
important issues for a number of people in our society, 
even though abortions are more common and easier to 
obtain today.
The major problem for an unwed mother in getting 
support for her child is proving the paternity of the alleged 
father, should he be unwilling to co-operate.
However, an unwed mother is entitled to obtain 
maintenance for her child from the alleged father, or the 
personwho appears to be the father, by taking action under 
the Child Paternity and Support Act. The act imposes on 
the Superintendent of Child Welfare the duty to collect 
maintenance for the child.
The mother must go to the nearest of fice of the ministry 
of human resources within one year from the date the child 
was born and assistance will be given in filling out the 
required forms. This service is free but the mother must 
live within a municipality for six months before the 
ministry will act.
There are three important aspects to the one-year 
deadline. First ■ the mother actually has 19 months from 
t^^^^ date of conception in which to apply for maintenance. 
However,
Secondly, the deadline can be extended if the alleged 
father has made an acknowledgment of his paternity. This 
acknowledgment call include actually admitting the child is 
tiis or inaking some maintenance payments. The one-year 
deadline starts to run on the date the person admits his 
paternity or stops the payments. ,
Thirdly, the deadline can also be extended if the alleged 
fdthCT is outside British Columbia when the one-year limit 
ik up. When he returns to the province, the mother has
word against this. This rule is due to the fact that it is much 
more profitable to declare a rich man as the father, rather 
than a poor. man. Thus, some supporting evidence is 
needed.
This evidence can be the fact that the couple was living 
together when the conception occurred, of the couple was 
spending nights together at that time, or the alleged father 
admits to having sexual intercourse with the mother.
The other way of proving paternity is by a very 
sophisticated and complicated medical test.
Unlike blood test which could exclude a person from 
being the father but cannot say for certain whether the 
person was the father, these new tests can determine within 
99 percent certainty that a particular person is the father. If 
the alleged father refuses to take the test, this refusal may 
amount to the supporting evidence needed to prove 
paternity.
There are some valid reasons for refusing to take the 
test. One of the reasons is that the test cost $720, with the 
mother and the alleged father each responsible for $360. If 
the mother can’t afford to pay, the superintendant of child 
welfare will pay her half.
If the reason the alleged father will not take the test is 
that he cannot afford the $360, the superintendant may 
also pay his half. •
The alleged father may also refuse, for religious reasons, 
to have blood removed from his body. If these are the
instance, if she has had a complication or illness as a result 
of the pregnancy, the time may be extended for which she 
requires maintenance.
How much the child is entitled to in terms of 
maintenance also depends on the circumstances. The judge 
can take into account the cost of accommodation, food, 
clothing, education, recreation and all ordinary things 
required on a daily basis. These things will vary from one 
area to another and from year to year.
The judge may also take into account what the child 
needs for a stable and supportive environment. This may 
include the cost of daycare or the cost of an extra room for 
the child.
If the mother later marries, remains married for a period 
of more than one year and the stepfather starts to support 
the child, there may be an obligation on both the stepfather 
and the alleged father to support the child.
Finally, the court can consider the situations of the
mother and the alleged father, including the relative wealth 
of each of them and whether either has other children to 
support. Therefore, how much maintenance a child 
receives cannot be determined in advance, but depends on




: ; The mother’s word alone is not sufficient'to prove the 
paternity of the alleged father, as it may well be only her
reasons given, 
the test is evidence of paternity.
If paternity is proved, the mother is entitled to 
maintenance for the child until the child is 19 years old and 
is also entitled to 
herself for the six 
and for a period of time after the birth.
The period of time for her maintenance may vary 
according to what the judge thinks is appropriate. For
YOUR OPPORTUNITY 
TO VOTE
Do you support the goal ot general disarma­
ment, and mandate your government to 
negotiate and implement, with other govern­
ments, the balanced steps (beginning with





would lead to the earliest possible achievement 
ot this goal?
l-j,
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Mayor Norma Sealey Murray A. Hughes
John Calder
In 1981 Sidney council borrowed $1.2 million to upgrade the town’s 
water system — but no one asked for a referendum.
1982 construction of a joint library with North Saanich cost $572,000 
— again, no call for a referendum. And at various times council has spent 
money acquiring property for park or public purposes without demands 
from the public to approve the spending.
^4.
The one-way couplet would cost 
the town $732,276, (the provincial 
government pay's the equivalent sum 
as its share) a sum not much more 
than half the water upgrading costs, 
so Mayor Norma Sealey is surprised 
at the furore raised by some people 
, 'aboutposts.-.'''
And she refutes charges the last 
budget was designed round the 
couplet and points put couplet costs 
represent only 3.9 per cent of 
Sidney’s total budget of just under 
$9 rhilliqn. And it is only 31.9 per 
cent of the gross capital budget of 
$1.4 million. '
is roughly 1
broken up thus — $5.8 millibri v 
operating budget, $1.4 capital, 
budget; $1,015 water; $716,900 for 
.services)
She also raps charges that roads 
have been neglected because of a 
preoccupation with the couplet. 
Maintenance in ongoing all year 
-round, she says, adding 
maintenance is not in the capital 
budget, which is broken down into 
firehall, firefighting, equipment, 
parks, transportation, bus shelters, 
engineering structures and major 
equipment.
Sealey reiterates —- the couplet is 
only one component of that $1.4 
million capital budget and is only
$277,700 — and half of both thes 
figures will be paid by the provincial 
government, the mayor points out.
The capital budget ($1.4 million) 
has risen little since 1982 
($1,340,500) and is lower than 
1981’s figure ($2,077,800). She 
explains the town has been 
operating on a reasonable planned 
capital system to maintain services 
and points out Victoria had to face a 
$21 million referendum because its 
services were falling to pieces. : ; '
Sealey says eveti if the couplet 
plan does not g,o through, the town 
must do the connection of 7th- 
Beacoh-Bevan; That connection will 
open up Bevan;'gives an alternate:; 
route; and; will^ solve traffic 
congestion.;'With ;tliej large Kipot ;? 
development adjacent to the 
Travelodge there will be massive 
congestion at that end of Beacon, 
she adds.
expropriated by the town on Beacon 
“plus legal costs and potential legal 
action if the project is abandoned.’’
The four lots expropriated in 1981 
have already been paid for (the 
provincial government paid half) 
says Sealey and adds, “There come.s 
a point when you cannot turn 
back.’’
Some candidates suggest council 
:eliiiiinatS}:allUeftlhahd turns fbSblve^^^
the problem “But is that really what 
merchants want?’’ queries the 
mayor.
“Do they want people coming 
out of the Kipot shopping centre to 
be directed out of town?’’
She says people have been 
suggesting the couplet proposal 
could be turned' around'r Is tba^^ 
possible? ‘‘With great difficulty ^d
Opposition to the couplet didn’t 
surface until council was well along 
the way and real, concerted 
opposition didn’t show up until 
council had entered the final stages 
of the project, she points out.
She replies to other charges 
levelled at he;r during the election 
■ campaign,;^;';',
On “kadership” . Earlier this year 
Sealey says she was chosen president 
of the Association; of Vancouver 
Island Municipalities and is: also ph : 
the executive of the Association of 
B.G;.Muhicipalitieis. She is on two 
committees of the ABCM — one of 
them is studying group benefits for 
all municipalities, the other is 
examining the regional district 
weighted vote system.
Sealey has also been selected as an 
executive for Islands ’86 which ties 
’ in with Expo-’86. The mayor also
for two years.
She says if the real issue is 
leadership whoever heads council-
Murray Alexander Hughes has 
been active in politics ’’behind the 
scenes’’ in Victoria and is now 
seeking a seat on North Saanich 
council. The 37-year-old advertising 
consultant of 10953 Madrona 
studied political science at the 
University of Victoria and urban 
sociology at the University of 
California and describes himself as 
an “educated pragmatist.’’
He says in North Saanich there is 
a “dreadful void of issues.’’ No one 
has come out and said “here’s a 
recognizable issue,’’ Hughes says, 
But he’s found one. High tech 
industry is going to bring a whole V 
new set of problems to the 
municipality, he charges; and adds ? 
there’s going ; to; be extensive 
pressure to develop.
The industry will stimulate 
building trades and produce badly 
neededjobsandtaxbasedollarsbut- 
chafes: pynatek Mvill be: p 
, belov;: mi nimuni: wages-s he; says • 
the average wage will be $5.50 per 
hour. As a result, there will have to 
be constructed “large, low income 
rental housing projects with 
accompanying roads, sewers and 
social services.
To assimilate these areas of 
concern proper and careful pre­
planning policy is essential, he says.
He nredicts North Saanich’s
septic tanks if they’re used properly. 
He questions why ocean outfall 
sewage disposal should be popular 
just because it is more cost-efficient, 
adding it represents a diametrically 
opposed concept to water and 
foreshore conservation and 
recreation plans.
Septic field sewage processing in 
conjunction with sewage pipeage is 
far more acceptable to Hughes 
because it retains the community 





foreign developmental pressure to 
council” and says the bonuses to the 
growth of the community “if 
handled as one resolute body can be 
terrific.”
: But with dessension on council 
there could be ‘‘horrendous 
results.”
Hughes says although the Capital ? 
Regional District has a history of 
high handed paternalism it should 
be retained in a “greatly ratified
Sidney incumbent Aid.; John ? 
Calder said Saturday a major 
decision confronting a new cqbncil; v 
will be upgrading the town’s sewer 
treatment plant. It will cost an 
estimated $250,000 to eliminate the 
strong odors emanating from the 
Lochside facility.
format of a consultive planning 
commission“ available m:tm
. Calder says the new council will 
have to decide whether to spread 
costs over three years or proceed 
and complete renovations in one 
year. Safety items at the plant ,
municipalities on a pre-determined account for $25,000 of the total 
feebais. cost, he added.
Taxation is always a contentious _____ .i.-.
issue. but the- facts are that, taxes
should have considerable
experience; ::w^ experience being; 
even more important how with
;;;'Jhat:budget.
The all-important Beacon-Ocean- 
Cahofa connection on the west side 
of the highway costs $412,000 and 
the Beacon-Bevan-7th connection 
: plus Bevan down to 5th will cost
great additional cost to the town.” 
She explains that because of:
town has suffered a net loss: of 
$^184,375 on the four lots
current labor negotiations and ? 
coping with municipal finances.
And whoever is mayq^ 
the Jime to do the job, she says, she 
stresses she has the time, the ability, 
the experience “and I think I’ve ? 
given much time in the past and 
good value..”
p  
highway corridor will come under 
pressure for industrial, commercial 
and residential development while 
Dean Park — which he says is “not 
a working class neighborhood” — 
will absorb senior management 
people.
He estimates that population in;
: North Sdanich will i more than t
increase, he points out. However, 
the rate of escalation depends on a 
conscientious commitment by 
council — who is ultimately going to 
pay is the basis of all decisions, he
Hughes is “not opposed to a
Calder,, who represents the 
community ‘ bn a newly-formed 
bicycle corrimittee, says it was 
created by the City of Victoria to 
educate motorists and cyclists to 
respect each other’s T ights on the 
highway, as well as exploring bike
double in the next 10 years and says; 
middle and low income rehtai
housing predicated ; bn; the 
establishment Of high tech industry 
should be developed in the Bazan 
Bay and Ardmore areas.
He’s against a saltwater .sewage: 
; system with an outflow into the;sea ‘ 
and says there’.s nothing wrong with
quality-type recreation facility in 
Deep Cove — he suggests a marina, 
golf course, hotel and support) 
services — as long as it is “planned 
with council and not in spite of it;”
He says he’s concerned about the 
of proper transportation and 
thinks there must be progress in this 
area and he’s also concerned about 
youth saying“we have a social and ; 
moral obligation” to children, 
especially in their formative and 
impressionable teenage years to 
provide recreational facilities . -
routes throughout one’s own 
municipality. .
The bicycle grid has a lot of merit ,
:ih our town, the alderman said. “It
would enhance a tremendous 
recreational pasttime and cater to a 
wide range of residents — from the 
very young to senior citizens. •;
Calder believes the use of bikes 
contributes to and maintains 
Sidney’s small town atmosphere. He 
need lots of input and urges 
residents to contact him if they have 
any ideas or experience that would 
be helpful to the committee; 7 :
Mayoralty: candidate Loyd;
I Burdon disagrees with an editorial 
i slaicmcrit in last week’s Review that 
; Ihe couplet issue has been defused,
He says it hasn’t. A compromise 
two-way traffic oit Beacon 
was turned down by highways and a 
promise by Itighways to come up 
with a more suitable proposal “has 
been bogged clown", Burdon says, 
adding that leaves Sidney with the 
original proposal.
And he questions whether 
higWays are the dccisidri-rnakcrs ‘ ' 
?:;wheiv;;i;jis-::';spokesntap,;:;'::sivys;:;Jhat?;;‘N:; 
regardless of any interim traffic
I I'-;..; V,;',
Can’.s transportation study wliich 
says ilVaL traffic on o* "B
Beacon is caused by parking and s3IO.O.c5y _ ^
pedestrian movement. He suggests 




buying or leasing property for the MavoraKy race-
puriw or comirm-nini, p.-.rklns Mayor No'rma Scaloy X Harold Parroll. mayor by ac- No mayoralty race.
ir Ihc one-way couplet is planning l-oyd Bardon clamatioii.
for a future larger population Aldermen: Stan Baniford X Aldermen: .Him Ctimmlna X Aldermen: Ruth Arnaud X
..... . „john Calder X Alan Cornford X Ron CulHs-X "Burdon is undecided ;\vhat ; that:
8,000 pbpulaiiob now and one study lim t bnt» v
iiays by 1996 it will be 12,950. But , , ; ,
.Ic hanna Cow'ttrd
1), the one highways wants " * figure for I995;ns being between ; Pccljovv
eventually is the one-way couplct./;:^^^^^ Don Phillips
Burdon says highways is also on ; If elected mayor, Burdon says Regional District has projcctcd^;^^^; Gy Relph 
rccorcl;as saying the httcrchangc}^^^y y^^^^^^^ down and negotiate with the 9,000 by 1986 and says it will stay
nlahhed for Beacon and Pat Bav' firm: we shouldn't eive tin dUr ; ihni (‘imm* nniil titc eiul of ihe :







y.y';:pla ncd;:fori:'Beaconyand;'PatyBay;;;;Tirm::r:'wb: shouldn'tygive"upyour;'::y:ihnt;figi" ---r---,. ................. ,, ...........
Hfghvvay can be put in with a two* foreshore rights, |ie; acids," but; century. 
way systenv of tralfic on Ikacon; ; : believes there may be some
the end of Ward X murks, incumbent.
ly x sicm i imin  u  uvacwii, „ . uvncyv!« uiviv iim  ue suiin; vuiiiiiiun ? ; ino one Knows wnui tnc ifV ohnrliflales for It eh Is
Burdon says Siclney council to form a paftnershipywith ; populntiori will be by the laic ‘ ..............
back at square one with its latest perhaps the town putting in a Port he says, And beeauseof restraint the; ?
decision to leiain tl»e town’s of Sidney and the company building next two years should be “.steady as i,, i 1 ^ ^^^ ^
foreshore lease and not sign It over thebrcakwaicr-marina. she goes” c.xccpi for the pedestrian ^ marks Ihc Incumbent.
X inarks ihcombenr.
to Sidney Breakwater Developments ' Burdon says the town has and
Ltd., the? company: that wishes to made any fbrmal application for nmintenance of some side streets 7 7; 7 ;^
Advance poll Nov, 16 and 17, 
S a.m, - 6 p.m. at the rnuniclpul
hall,
consirucia breakwaicr-marlnciicre. V Icderal landing mt (lie brcak>.atcr; j which;: Burdon insisls .have been; ; V Advance po^ 9 a.m. -'J p.m. Advance poll 9 a.m. • 4 p.m, ihc hall and Keai'lno ^nti
'loP';' 'f'' . "'BJ'S'?''' : Nov. is m nie municipal Imll, Brentwood achoola ^
; ? deal-dluailonds form partnership; ? and only a s^idUmoutu;r money y ,? ; He cliarges ihnim 1982 nn^Mhe,:?
I between councihiiKi lliecouip.tny 111 m the luiuu tu U uiviutd up liw-yc.u c,«piiul Plan fsidiicy sblnjiv <jemPninrv ) Otcr tU..tOUl M IJ,.,*. 19
' wliich each helps the other — the the country on such projects and council cancelled work on a number i
i town warns a Breakwater and It has says it’s a matter dfPwaitinglutm;^? 7 (dstwclf and did the same m 1983. voter turnout m 1981—4().2() ^ tunioui >^'2 — 48 per yj) cartdldalcs by acclamation).
■f•'--'■Owncrship'of'thc Idreshoi'CvledSe and ';^::A:changc.of govcrriincnt7niBht,hclp,"v.sTle;-clajtns'-ther':work;:amounting':to::':':;':::;:;P'S^f'::.'^^ML':rJ.0;«.974;'"ra?4':TTi;:'
I control over the waterfront while hentlds, $273,880, was Carit%41erJ B <^cru, •>! 1981.
i;7JkH^cbnipapy;:Jias7^^^  ̂ and He says lie Ic perplexed by Del- ■ the one-way couplef;;: " --- --a,. . ........... . ................ . .. .
... ;?
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well, I have chosen books which give a variety of practical, 
theoretical and speculative perspectives.
All publications are available in Greater Victoria area 
bookstores and except for *, are in paper back.
Drawing On The Right Side Of The Brain: A course in 
Enhancing Creativity and Artistic Confidence.
By Betty Edwards (J.P. Tarcher Inc. 1979) Dist. by 
Houghton Mifflin Co.
If ever you needed to be convinced that your right brain 
is different from your left brain, this book will do. If you 
ever wanted to draw, but believed that you didn’t have the 
“talent”, doing the exercises so clearly outlined by 
Edwards may topple a personal myth ... (I have my own 
before and after drawing to prove it) An extra bonus; the 
book is totally comprehensible even as it deal with complex
in the beginning, w= marvelled. Now most of us are 'heoretical material like the ehapter “Your Brain: the
!!,r rSir birpa z
supermarket and in our homes. We are told by high teeh
experts that this business is only starting, that the terrain ts clearly and comprehensively
as vast as that found by the adventurerers first explortng a^ 'earfn TtX dmS
A auiaei'tat ultimately more profound revolution is absorbing and intriguing parallels with eastern royslieism. 
gofn^Adght in rSle of this machine drama. (After Amazingly, the paraUels .nvolve mental processes hat we 
aU eonmuSs are really only machines, in spite of what arc becoming tnore able to tdenttfy as “nghtbmm!. 
you Zy^hear from other sources.) That other revolution Awareness Through Movemen,: Easy-To-Do Health 
Ls to dL ith understanding our own human brain. ExerAes to in,prose Your Posture, Vis,on. Imagmanon.
'Since the :1960s, split-brain surgical procedures And Personal Awareness ,10701
researchers from diverse backgrounds, especially from Moshe Feldenkrais (Harper and Row 9 ) ,
pyschology and medicine, are dazzingly us with a fireworks Although the exercises m this boo ° o ^ .
Lmy of data on human brain functioning. Although only movement, they are m the usual s^se of he word
in its infancy already the news about this frontier is physical exercises. Rather through very careful and 
in Its inianc>, aireauy methodical moves, Feldenkrais leads the participant to
Irving Oyle MD, the father of holistic medicine, draws rediscover and re-establish the flexibility, srace and
the analogy that if all the computers in the world were conservation of energy that is our natural Physi^l





commission?teSer r^oSand mo^rSed to agree with this age ranges includi^
i meiShorv are^eveloping theories Own tmy bem to Mian Heatmg: Shaman,e Ceremon,at,sm^^^ aldermanic.
; explain some of the phenomena that heretofore we have _ _ _ hopeful Roy Spooner says
not understood, such as the power of hypnosis and trance, ^ there are more issues at
- and healings that reputable researchers such as the This book is absorbing from a vane y o persp , in Sidney than either
J Symingtons are recS-ding with their visualization providing an interesting historical review on customs and Q^e-way couplet or the
^ ® , rituals regarded by whites not so very long ago as pagan ^ of
^ ^ Accompanying this outpouring of brain research and ignorant. It describes hypnmic trance phenomenon amalgamation
information are^ carloads : of publications, boc^s,: and, ai^ shares an :^intirn^^ :^^n^W^
newsletters. As a guide through some of the stacks of rediscovering cultural treasures.And fmaUy, m the light^t gaanich.
written material I am in the next two columns, providing present day brain researc^, it dlumina es Currently, the two
an annotated bibliography of some of the exciting writing extraordinarily aUui^d th municipalities share
in this area. therapeutic aspects of trance. firefighting, police and
with each book ^d regard for the manner in which
ideas are presented and developed. All of the authors ! / and will likely ;^ into^
have selected are respected in their fields of expertise. As practice in North Saanich). jcDint sewage treatme
. plant m the future.: -
------------------------------- ------- ------ At least it would be
logical to look into 
. arhalgamatipn r-- whether it
'S-S/C‘
^ W% would be a good or badOGMlflS Mt thing would be the result of
&IS m ^ looking into it, he says.
And since the
.While coming home .from: work you suddenly hear a The respondents also tnd.cated a greater willingness to R^gfonal
I, woman’scries for help and you see her being-stabbed by an .intervene in offences against persons than against j J department.
I linknown assailant. t ■ .t- property. Spooner says there’s a
I . - . Your willingness to try to stop the attacker or phone the For example, only 1.8 per cent said they would intervene
1 police will depend on how far away from home you are and in a property crime against a stranger outside their _ perhaps with the
\yhether you know the victim, according to a study by neighbourhood, while 4 per cent would intervene in a Peninsula chamber
I .sociologists Ron Gillis of the University of Toronto and personal attack under the same circumstances. commerce — to develop
: J.6hn Hagan of the University of Wisconsin. But the respondents also said that they were as likely to economic development
The researchers interviewed 835 high school students in intervene in crimes against property near their homes as to ^Qj^imittee. 
the Toronto suburb of Mississauga. The students were intervene in crimes against persons commuted elsewhere in says he’s also in
' asked how they would respond to Crimes against property their neiglibourhood.^^The closer to. home fne ptt^nse 
■ and people. ' occurred, the less the difference whether it was a property pon^ —visit hospitals
.■ People arc far more likely to offer help to family or personal crime would make to their willingness to nursing homes. I think
members and friends than to strangers, the researchers intervene. good idea to take the
found. But they are more likely to intervene on behalf ofa ; ' The researchers also found that the respondents were the people, he says,
stranger the nearer to their own home the crime occurs. almost as likely to help friends as to help fathily members, . ^
’For example, 73.8 per cent of respondents said they but far less likely to help neighbours ---unless The^l^^
1 ^ . t ji ■ ^n.. UalvA A ffirriiltr rrtAiY»K#»r VSAina npicrHhmirc also fricnds. Thc rCSCSrchCfS flOtC tlliswould personally intervene to help a am y membe being e ghbou s were e e esear ers no e h  
'Mfefattacked neiar their hbmesf lpnlY the importance of friendship in urban areas. n
personally help a stranger under the same circumstances. The study was funded by the Social yciences and 
But just 4 per cent said they would personally help a Humanities Research Council of Canada.
I find their willingness to exert control over it, has a great
I bearing on people’s willingness to intervene in criminal;
activities, according to the researchers.^^^^^^ ^ -
‘ rcrritorialiiy in humans is not necessarily instinctual
Gillis said; it could be
1;: learned bchavithir. But he does not dismiss the 
possibilty,
»,, All V, e know is as you move up the ladder of more 
(iomiilex animals, fewer instincts arc involved hi Boverning 
Uiii ii diiecii’t iTieau WC havc zcto ihstinct," hcS
■siiaEBnHBmMB
m
bctuivionr, But t o .sn me n wc e er n ” e 
People may fool safer on more familiar territory,
m-coiding to iltc researchers. As a result, when tlicy arc 
near lioino they might be less concerned about self-
picsei vaiion and be more emotionally able to deal with the
‘ plight of others. They also feel more responsible for events 
that liappen near home.
I
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t
This week, in spite of all the rain, we have spent a lot of 
time outside doing what we can to clean things up for 
winter. We finally got the lawn mowed for what we both 
hope is the last time this season. It wasn’t easy because the 
grass had got so long, but while mowing we also picked up 
an abundance of fallen leaves which gives a fella some 
feeling of satisfaction.
However not all the leaves were on the lawn, and I ended 
up raking up the fig leaves, each one of which is huge. It
Saanich school board 
Monday night agreed to 
accept the long term plan 
for French immersion in the 
district outlined in a report 
from a committee.
It was recommended that 
the lead French immersion 
class would attend Mount 
Newton middle school by 
1985-86. It is expected that 
students from the north 
part of the district will 
attend North Saanich 
middle school the following 
year or Royal Oak middle 
school if space is a problem.
English is not jeopardized 
with only 30 per cent 
instructional time. “One 
has to conclude that (these 
students) don’t learn 
English in school’’ he said.
Cowing assured trustees 
there are testing 
mechanisms to monitor 
individual progress and 
there is substantial funding
available to initiate French 
immersion programs at 
middle and secondary 
schools.
Trustees decided to 
advise parents of immersion 
students that transportation 
is their responsibility and 
that location of the French 
immersion program is 
subject to change.
■vv v.:[
dressed and completely decent if her fig leaves were this 
size!" ' .
There have been a fair number of figs this year, and 
some of them are still ripening on an almost bare tree, so 
picking off so many of the second crop figs must have 
helped the first crop to get a move on.
All leaves and grass clipping have gone into a new- 
compost pile, started this a.m. and piled high already, all 
carefully layered. . .fived inches of leaves, some lime and 
chemical fertilizer, and several shovels of dirt scattered 
over the top, then five inches of grass clippings, and 
another scattering of fertilizer and lime and soil, then five 
inches of potato stalks, corn leaves, squash stalks and 
leaves, and another sprinkling of fertilizer etc. etc. All very 
scientific, and whats more it really works!
Something to remember when you are making a compost 
pile is that damaged material decomposes much more 
quickly. !’m sure the neighbours think I have finally gone 
completely mad when they see me over the fence beating 
the corn stalks and tomato vines into submission with my 
trusty short-handled shovel. ^
Something I used as a sort of icing on the top of the 
compost heap was the remains of the alfalfa meal I bought 
'this year to use as; a supplementary fertilizer for the 
vegetable garden. I told you we are having trouble with rats 
again, and no wonder. They haci discovered the alfalfa 
meal, eaten the side out of the heavy paper sack, and were 
positively wallovving in all this delicious meal, so it had to 
go.
I put a layer of soil oyer the top of the ground alfalfa in 
hopes that this would discourage further feasting and td- 
day we w'ill set a trap since they don’t appear to be the 
slightest bit interested in eating all that tasty poison we
It was also recommended 
that 70 per cent be the 
minimal instructional time 
in French for grades 4, 5, 6, 
and 7. French co-ordinator 
Russ Cowing said ability in
GERRY PETERS MASONRYltd
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This w-eek we have had an expert in to prune our fruit 
and ornamental trees. He says that this is just a good a time 
to prune as the traditional spring pruning, the only-trees he 
left until spring were the apricot, fig, and peach, since they 
are tender and lose a number of branches over the winter, 
especially if it should be very cold.
Bless him he did a wonderful job. I hated not to do it 
myself, but there were too many trees and shrubs for me to 
do alone, and “himself” is no expert (at pruning trees I 
hasten to add), and is, at the moment, busy campaigning 
for, an "aldermanic seat; and Teally cciuldn’t : be less 
interested in the state of the garden. v ^ ^
The pruning has rnade a great difference in the 
appearance of the yard, it looks so much neater, and vve 
have so much more light, which: really pleases me. The 
whole place was getting so overgrown that we were in 
danger of disappearing entirely. The den which has been 
getting progressively more and more gloomy has suddenly 
become very bright, and now I shall have to dust regularly, 
and keep the windows clean. :
Oh, well, everything seems to have mme bad, as well as 
some good connected with it, but I do hate dusting. And 
I’m not crazy about doing windows either.
Time now to put your Christmas cactus into a state of 
terror. The theory here is to convince your plant that you 
have forgotten it and it is going to die. When this happens 
all plants atlenipt to set seed, and to do this the plant must 
first flower — which is the object of the whole operation. 
First water your cactus and fertilize it, then put it into a 







At ihal lime bring it back into the warmth, and give it a 
good soaking with tepid water, and pul it into a sunny
windovy. In amattef; fcw days it will havebudSappear 
: bn the jtips of : it}): ■ branches,: dnd : p 
: Christmas!::
PL«SDEP0SIT750mL:...:.;
For a member of Council 
who Is anxious to hoar what 
Sidney residonts have to say
CAMPBELL’S Cream of niie 
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By
Mary Kierans
By Laurens van der Post 
Yet Being Someone Other
In this new book, van der Post draws on a richly eventful 
; iife to tell the story of his “special relationship with the
sea.’’ From his boyhood in an isolated Voortrekker 
community in southern Africa, some thousands of miles 
inland, he felt the magnetism of the ocean and the 
excitement of the ships that sailed upon it.
His first view of the Cape of Good Hope was one of 
many moments in his life that seemed to open upon some 
reality beyond that of the visible world. He relates his 
youthful adventures on board a whaling vessel and as an 
honoured guest of the Canada Maru, sailing to Japan, as
stages in a gradually unfolding revelation.
The narrative is unfailingly gripping, studded with vivid 
evocations of places and people, sounds and smells. The 
atmosphere of Port Natal, a dramatic typhoon at sea, the
worlds of the geisha are forcefully conveyed.
van der Post’s subtle understanding of the Japanese, 
both during his pre-war visit and, later, as a prisoner in 
Java, offers revealing insights into the culture of a deeply
ritualistic society.
And the story of his work in Indochina as a mediator 
between the Dutch, the British and the Javanese, and his 
association with such prominent men as Haile Selassie 
underline his “personal feeling of a special obligation to 
history’’.
Altogether, it is gratifying to be in the company of so 
exceptional a man and so skilful a teller of tales.
The central theme of the book emerges from the 
author’s intent to reveal not merely events, but their inner 
meaning. Through description, analogy, paradox and 
parable, he presents his experiences as part of a supreme 
pattern, signs of a design and purpose in life.
Yet Being Someone Other is available through the 
Sidney-North Saanich or the Central Saanich branch of the 
regional library.
BCAA car care lessons
B.C. Automobile 
Association offers Victoria 
residents six easy-to- 
under stand two-hour 
lessons on the care and 
maintenance of the 
automobile. The sessions, 
beginning Nov. 15, will run 
for six weeks, 7:30-9:30 
p.m. every Tuesday and 
Thursday.
The course, to be held at 
the BCAA service centre at 
1075 Pandora Ave., will be 
taught by Neil O’ Connor, a 
qualified mechanic of the 
mobile inspection unit.
Cost to BCAA members is 
$25, non-members $30.
“The course will give 
drivers a better 
understanding of the 
automobile and how it 
functions,’’ says John 









Jumping Mouse Children’s Books
The Glorious Flight - by A lice and Martin Provensen
(Penguin $15.95) for three to sbc years, or adult! 
o title of this new publication is 77je G/or/ou5
Flight across the Channel with Louis Bleriot and is of 
bourse the saga of that historic occasion. ^ ^
f It all begins in 1901. Papa, Mama and the five children 
!are taking a drive in their shiny, new car through the city of
Gambfai, in FT-ance. Suddenly, a wonderful sight! A man
f-MuS






An information meeting 
on co-operative housing 
will be held 7:30 p.m. Dec. 
8 in the auditorium of the 
Union Centre, 2750 Quadra 
St. The meeting covers 
general information about 
co-operative housing in 
Victoria with focus On a
For North Saanich Alderman 
Please ^E-ELECT
: Or, Alan 
Corriforci:
A professional Environmentalist 
who cares about preserving our 
Agricultural lands & minimizing taxes
sitting in ^ a wick^ basket, slung bel^ a great, white pjg.sj.nooier anu me uumua^ K-aitj- guvot .t..w hnnsine co oneratives
airship, flies oyer the city, wavmg tothe people.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ rather keep the present; both helpful to the child ^ ^ f
' Papa Baleriot forms a new goal m life that that day - to ..first time’’ fears, and totally lovable, this For^ mnS
ny; to design andny the world's first re^l acroplane.^^ indudes The fl/rr/ir/iry Parly, The Checkup, The ygt-SfSS
For eight years he struggles, cheered on hyte family, p„„^i„gaass,EatingOut, The Drive and Playschool, information call 381 3455.
a little closer to flight. Bleriot
IV’’for example, goes in beautiful circles, (on the water), ^
'■ while “Bleriot VT’ sails across a whole field before it ’nits a 
1 ;• rock.
; The text is written with charm and a French air that is
irresistable, and the illustrations are the Prpvehseiis at t^ir
K f w niii rurr/i aiiu. I uc J
Shaker Abecedarius”
j ! First Picture Books - by Helen Oxenbury (Methuen
I \ $6.50) for two to four years. The Sidney NDP group
• Helen Oxenbury has the ability to reproduce precise j^^g^ 7.3Q p 24
'■ mr^rhpntc: in a rhild’s ■ life: in .SUch a waV that bareht and: • ' , 1. _ u At
.strous visit to the doctor and that! irst ballet class, leadership candidate. All , j
I I; ' These books are not mere trips down memory, lane for welcome........................................
V the parents though. A child ,will find it easy to identify with : ‘ _
’ ; I will devote the time 
necessary tor good planning 
i ;with financial restraint. :
: aI I care about our commuhity.: 
*■ '• Please help me to represent
your interests fairly. ■
Alan B. Cornford














We are in the process oiboubling the size oEb^ 
order to supply you with a greater v^^^^ 
to inorease our efficiency in serying you, 
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By Wendy Laing
Ajsmile always returns a smile and in Gina Ovington’s 
Making Waves water exercises, smiles rebound from one 
end of the pool to the other. Knees bounce up and down, 
arms soar upwards then create great waves and splashes 
and giggles ripple throughout the pool.
This only/briefly describes an hour of enjoyment. With 
fitness being so popular. Panorama offers excellent work­
outs Mondays-Fridays, 10-11 a.m. Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays, 1-2 p.m.
“1 love my job says Gina enthusiastically, and this is 
obviously due to the growing turn-outs at her e.xercise 
classes. Now into her seventh week at Peninsula 
Recreation, Gina reports “people out here are great — it’s 
so neat to see .so many people into fitness.”
With two years experience lifeguarding, Ovington 
explained that her classes provide an all-over work-out. 
Flexibility, strength and cardio-vasscular are developed by 
working all parts of the body.
Aerobics is only one benefit of “Making Waves”. 
Another important fact is that water supports any injury 
and “the e.xercise strengthens muscles and tissues all 
around the hurt area” said Gina.
This new guard also incorporates much safety into her 
classes.. “Working out in deep water (from chest to neck 
high) prevents feet from pounding the cement floor”, .says 
Ovington, and adds it helps back or knee problems.
Some 20 to 30 people attend classes and fortunately 
there is no limitation due to lack of space. On Mondays 
from 2-3 p.m. “Making Waves” is offered during the 
seniors swim, and Gina was thrilled to teach a record 12 
patrons last Monday. '
By Marjorie Denroche
Great excitement around 
PCA at the opening of the 
Peninsula Old and New 
Shop II (PON) at Trafalgar 
Square in Brentwood. Open 
Monday to Saturday from 
10 a.m. until 4 p.m., this 
shop will be selling high 
quality used items at 
reasonable prices.
All items , have been 
donated and proceeds will 
be the saving of such 
worthwhile PCA programs 
as Community Couselling 
Service and S.T.A.G. 
(Sidney Teen Activity 
Group). Both these 
programs have had their 
human resources funding 
withdrawn and now it’s a 
case of the community 
pitching in to save these 
valuable services that must 
not be allowed to
disappear.
Too many individuals 
and families depend on the 
guidance and support 
received.
Donations to both 
Peninsula Old and New 
Shops can be left at either 
the Sidney store, 9781-2nd 
St. or the Brentwood shop 
at Trafalgar Square.
A few more volunteers 
are needed for the PON II. 
It’s a great opportunity to 
get on-the-spot sales 
experience which would
look good on a resume 
when applying for 
employment. Call Betty at 
656-5440 or the PCA office 
at 656-0134 if you can hdp.
Posters are now popping 
up to remind everyone of 
the fourth Annual 
Community Christmas Fair 
on Dec. 3 at Sanscha Hall. 
Tables are filling rapidly 
and more than 50 have been 
spoken for with variety 
ranging from Christmas 
articles to collectables; 
fragrant soaps to
photographic art and 
wooden toys. There will be 
something for everyone.
Please remember to bring 
along your donations to the 
Sidney Review/Lions/Ki- 
wanis Christmas hamper 
and toy drive. Hopefully 
there will be a big 
Christmas tree under which 
to place your contributions, 
complete with a Santa to 
say “thank you”! The need 
will be even greater this year 
so it will take a community 
effort to meet all the 
requests.
Finally, a notice from the 
Pythian Sisters that they are 
having a fall tea this 
Saturday, 2-4 at Castle 
Hall, 9769-4th St. There 
will be all the nice things 
that make a tea special 
bake sale, white elephant 
items, and more.
Club praised
Gina also works during the TMH (Trainable Mentally 
Handicapped) swim. Constructive swim programs are 
taught to the students of Stelly’s and Keating schools — 
Gina says “special children really add something to life.”
For Your Health: When attending water e.xercises here 
are some tips to keep in mind: ' ^
- work at your own pace.'
let the instructor know any of your weak or problem
areas.
- -don’t overwork your back, so keep your chin tucked 
';7ntO"your chest.
-keep your chest well lifted, remember to breathe and
oiiiiiv —— iL jgi VA- J'wu a UI tain Ui <111 : ,
■i ■■: ^Christmas craft fair:
The Saanich Peninsula vhhfary ;qn; :Resthaveh;^; All < 
Arts and Crafts Society welcome, admission free-, 
plan a Christmas craft fair Featured — a display of 
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Nov. 26 at recent art by members of 
Sidney-North Saanich the society.
The Central Saanich 
Boys’ and Girls’ Club 
received high praise during 
that mu n ici pal it y ’ s 
committee meeting Monday 
night, with the prime 
statement being that the 
club “goes in for quality 
not quantity.”
The statements followed 
reports from junior 
volunteers Cindy Golin, 
and Armindo Pedro, both 
15 and students at Stelly’s 
school, about the activities 
at the centre over the past 
year and their recent trip to 
Niagra Falls where they 
represented their agency at 
the National Youth 
Leadership Conference.
Su pervis or Den a 
; B1 a tc h f6 rd pfese n te d
committee :; with a
nreliminarv 1Qg4 hndppt
She said “Showed no: 
incrcaise: over- lastyear’s'; 
budget.”
v : ParkL ; and J recreation; 
committee chairman ; Aid.:; 
Ron Cullis told the club 
group he hoped council will 
be able to “fully support’.’ 
their next year’s programs; 
and said the matter w'ill be;; 
referred ' to' 1984 budget 
iaeiiDeraiionmeetings.:*;:;-
ADVENTIST
Sidney Seventh Day Adventist — lOaf'D Resthaven Or,
Pastor .
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Masonic Hall. Saamchlon
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrevf's — Rev, David Fuller 
9682 - 3rd Si.; Sidney 
-SI. David By-the-Sea — Rev A.E. Gales.
6182 Cordova Bay Rd, : . : . ......... ........................
-St. Mary's — 1934 Culira Ave,. Saamchlon 
"St; Michael & All Angel's — Rector: Archdeacon vV J. Hilt 
4733 West Saanich Road; Royal Oak .. . , , . . :
•St. Stephen's — Rev. Ivan Fuller,
St, Stephen's Rd
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A Petrie. 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay 
•Holy Trinity — Rev. D. Malins, Mills Rd. and West Saanich RO, ■ North Saanich
BAPTIST
' •Bethel Fellowship— Pastor N B. Harrison . . ,, ,
2269 Mills Rd .Sidney : ^ _ ...
• Friendship Baptist Church ~ Pastor Ernie Kralotil. Slelly's Cross Rd. , ,:
•Sluggelt Memorial Church — 7008 W. Saanich Rd:, Brentwood Bay - Pastor V. Nordstrom 







.............. : ; 656-5012
.....: 477-8527 
. . : 652-5631 
658-8111,477-6957
•Royal Dak Baptist Church— 898 Royal Oak Ave,, Corner ol Royal Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Drive.
■'■:.-Rev Reen Elley6:-: v', .V:-.'; -;658-5121'''
;;CATH0LIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption— 7726 West Saanich Rd:
•SI, Elizabeth's Church-- 10030Third'SI., Sidney : . . ;. . , : ; 656-7433
SPACE
RESERVED
Y0.UR 9'30a.m. .. .SurtdaySchodl 
&BibleCiass 
1100am Family Worship 












;8:00 am[. L:: . : Holy Eucharist 
,1 C);00am:.. Choral Eucharist 
CliurchSchool
Wednesday
iOiGO arri: , :, . . Holy Eucharist'
The Rev. D, Malins. S.S.C. 
Rector G56-3223
Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The Rev : William F; George :
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church— Pastor Dean Wilson ,
9925- 5lhSI,; Sidney, .. . .; . ;
LUTHERAN
• Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis J. Paap. 2295 Weiler Ave,
NAZARENE
•Isl Church ol The Nazarene — Rev, Riley Coulter. 4277 Quadra Street, Victoria : .
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldfield Road Gospel Chapel — Rev: Joel 0; Nelllelon. 5506 Oldlield Road (P.A.O.C.I 
•Sidney PenlecostaT— Rev. Vern Tisdaiie. 10364 McDonald Park Rd, (P.A O.C I:.
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews — Rev. B.J Molloy, Masonic Hall; 4th Ave: & Ml Baker
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School, 6843 Central Saanierr Rd. . .
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way. Sidney ..."
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•CordovaBayUniled —MinislerWillWaddell !
5165CordovaBayRd.,::..:..; .........
•SI. John's — Rev Hori Pratt , ,
10990 West Saanich Rd.:___:................... : - . • :
•St.Paul'si; ,,,
■ 2410 Malaview — Rev: Hori Pratt . : ,:.. : '
. •Shady Creek — 7180 East Saanich,Rd.:Rev;Stepheh Swill . . ,: .
:.,^BrenlwoDd,
\ 7162 West Saanich Rd: — Rev'. SlephenSwitt . ;; k.,.;;; . . ■
SUPPORT THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE
St. Savior's Church
Corner of








8a.m. : ;,.,. ■; . (Eucharist 
9:;15a.rn.Family; Service 
; ^ & Baptism 
11 atm, . . Choral Eucharist 
(Nursery)
the Rev. Geoll Flagg,
St; Francis’ House, 
preaching
The Rev. DAVID FULLER 
656-5322 ALL WELCOME:
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH
REV. R. HORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res. 656-1936







EVERY SUNDAY ' 
Sunday School ’ ' 
MASONIC HALL, 




Stelly’s Secondary School 
1627 Stelly’s XRd.
10a.m. ... SundaySchool




The Church By;Ttie Lake
ELK LAKE v 
COMiRUNITV 
BAPTIST








■■JESUS CHRIST IS lORO'^
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 20th 
Trinity 25




Rpcloii; Rov:' Aliiljir p: Pjirio ■ ' 









ii rJdam ramilyWorship 
:i;t;;iY‘:WEDNES0AY;':;
CENTRAL SAANICH 




i FPrthor: Information (v ;:
: 656-3017
(SHADYCCREEK^;;::;
7180 East; Saanich Rd;; ;:; 
9 45,1111 I fiinily Service 
,1111) Sunday School
BRENTWOOD
7162 Wosi Saanich Rd.
11 Iham lamily Seivii.e
rtnd SundaySchool
ASSUMPTION





; lOOSO Tliird St.; Si(lnoy




' ol can,Ida , ' " ';
STEPHEN'S
(OH MI, MbwIon X Rd,) :
...SUNURY ,
I';, ;;v; ; ;TUt:iMlil,l':;,
S.AUiliit, "'Ca‘,iiiiiiyFiHji4ii>i-':'
A.Suii(i!i/Si;iini,i:::: 
y.]?. ■: ;''' SMuidiiwiiidiiiui::
1': liitll.«M*,l , 
MjiIipi,











0925 Filth Slroot 
i B C. V8L 2X6;
.....
,1(1(1 Children's Church 
6;00[)(n . .EvenlrigWorshlp
Tuesday
7-:i0|)rn . ,. BibloStudy



























8 A.M.-6r30 P.M. 
7 DAYS A^VEEK
;'Adult Bible Slu 
10364 McOonale Park Rd;
















Vmi are a»«urcd 
of a welcome
,;„iO;oo.a;mr ' '
Rev R. Sainern 
886.0841) ;6n2.iRir'
:' A noiHlr'iioniinaiinii.it ; ; ' 
:.t tnirrh n'eniing at;; -f,;
Koalinn Elomcnlary School 

























;s ; Ptioni BBfi.6012; ;
: N,#. HlftllOA ;
Ail’I. RmIm BrinR Jgyci






6!30 p.m. and youth program ' 
WEDNESDAY 7:30 p.m. 
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exercise®
Albert Head
Over Halloween weekend 
676 Kitiyhawk Air Cadet 
Squadron joined in field 
training exercises at Albert 
Head with army cadets of 
the PPCLl. Code named 
“Exercise Lost Soul,” the 
cadets practiced rock 
climbing, bush survival and 
the use of map and 
: compass;
The weather held for the 
weekend enabling regular 
force members of the 
PPCLl to bring out 
1 articles of equipment to 
demonstrate to cadets.
On Nov. 5 the rifle team 
;; of 676 Kittyhawk 
Squadron, Sidney Air 








•Caretul planned use ot our tax dollars
•The preservation ot our country environment 
•The community plan as a necessary tool to provide 
tor orderly tuture growth.
‘‘1 have demonstrated a willingness to listen, to fairly consider all 
points ot view, and to deal with issues in an honest and business­
like manner. I request your support so we can work together toi a 
better community;
Si nee Iy
For Information, please call 652-3453




inter-squadron shoot, one 
of several to be held in 
i yi preparation for i the 
National Championship in
. ^rch.ltwasw^t^y^ Sidney volunteer fire Saanich changed the zoning Monday night. there were - several
Smiadron department needs a practice to disallow its use as a
On comnletion of the burning site now that the burning area because of Saanich observation that have to^ gcr through, a
shoot the ^ost squadron area it has been psing, at residential occupancy in they ;Sidney had another practice rigmnarole when ^ey v^nt
I^ovided coffee an^onuts East Saanich and near vicinity. burning area injhi^vicinii^^^^^^
for their guests and renewed Willingdon Roads has been Sidney appealed the of the airport, Burdon said nights, 
aquaintances made at last closed off by North Saanich North Saanich decision but
summer’s cadet camps. council. ‘ v
______________________ Negotiations will begin c^rh^r position in a letter
between the councils of the which pointed out that 
two municipalities to find a while there had been only, 
mutually satisfactory area one written complaint 
which can be used by the about the burning area, 
fire departments of both many had been received by 
communities. telephone.
The area in North “We have to abide by..
Saanich was owned by the their zoning regulations,
-r___ Kiit •Wr^rTVi <;aid Aid Lovd . Burdon b^^
On SATURDAY, N0VEMBER19,1983




. , :iaanicn vvtiii uwucu uy a
WE ABlTHRmS SOCI^^ Town of Sidney bu No th sa . y , ^ ,
waasesasssm
: For:'North ’'Saanich y Aldernian' 







__________I FOR. ALDERMAN - Phone 652-43||^
i IVIeW York a fourteen oz. steak 
yenousk to saUsfy the heartiest appetite.
SirlOiri A thick twelve oz lof flavor! .'yo thi'clc 11.95
that;rare anb niediuni rare is the only way V;e can serve it.best. ;
TenyaklOur tig sirtoin, inarirratccl in out special 12 • 2 5,;
'; blend 'oh.ginger/soy sauce,trown sugatynd herbs, ; ‘ •
V'Y PriiTie ;R|ID Twelve oz'. pf tire best, . r ^T)y.
' Prime Rib available. Seasoned and ..slow roasted lor the best Pavor,:
^ .’.iWhile'fluantilies UstVv'i'i
&EEAT BAEREL CUTS
Sirloin fleven or.or w most popU., ■ T0.7B
' V ''.V'' :5. Eleven OZ'marinated in our. special,blend.; . Q K
' Tcriysks of ginger; sdy^sauceybrown sugar arid berbs.^;;, lU . 3 O
''lM©W''iYOrk‘ T«n.’oirVo(Ue;bcst:5teak-in,lown!,:,;. 1 .;T5,
' wrappedun,.;bacoii:. 'T:Q Kr




The delicious clastld C cst Magnihque ^
' Clam Chowder 2.25 -y
Fmc fittings lot West Coast Dinghies flj
SeafoodChowder 2.50
jyyfsVhql«some:;visiietY‘.ol.the:Oceans Bounty
Escargot Stuffed Mushrooms 3.25
.'.THall'i dozen plump mushrdoiTis stuffed with .etcargot, and baked 
vln'a dvdibiotis heth »a'uce,J-|ot and tasty,
;z>ZucchiIii Cuts ' ' 2.75
Grstat slices of Ifi’ili Zucchini, breaded and deep fried, setved




’Brentwood Bay's h’ncsti 'j 1,7 5
vyhole Grab
'OV i:i'm!"ius'tf'Ciii
f boilod •I'l j:K.«oniRd y
Baked




CVfi* sviifs btK'.il, cr. juvii, lof pihlm' ■!.
'':r95;
Veggies for Two 1.50
■ CASK CUT
Teams up nicely with bur seafood, r - 
.y satisfies the sinaller appetite.
'Sirloin Eigu oz,.;y;9.75:T®*’iY.^hifight ozv'9.95'
' Prime Rib ;.,Elghl‘oz.,ol the .best .PiimeRib availabltr. ;,’ 10.9,5,
Seasoned and slow roasted (or the best flavor, While r.n.aniii.cs lav.
S\ii/ihtming Sc
.,,,Qrie po'wn.dipti'flf/yr'ifry?,*'!':' ■ cri 
tCisllopigentIvsteiimed. | |, Sjv.




Long Grain & VViId Rice
CooWi'l ‘'1 vr'icyiail ’i'otT ” .t"'''"';', Ql5 ’
V V
>. 'yi;:y'':',T
l2.,,Bak«d,,iriushioom» Huffed with creamy seafood filling
|;Ypkphama,:S^.umm .... .........
'"yfTast'y’slici^s ol'beef, 'mafinated In 'l eriyiild $auc<:.H'
|GoquHles';Brentwopd;!f’''''y:;;;,,,^,^^^
Our f.hel has doiu a deluvivnumber,on these scallops!, : ,
''•|'Breaded;,Mushrbpms
P. Ftesh, baUetevdynd deep fried, fhping hot and scrumptious, ,■
..,..>;MarinbrsflPl|atter;;^
' '",’.A''yyi,i’i,y ''sf i!)i''''.'ulent''ieaii.sn'‘f
'''■ ''y.kt.MiTied Jo 9 5''
C h i eke n Co rd on B Ip li
ifryVY^,Myf’'(lLTh'y j'L’TrU’lftL
I
Select any steak or prime rib cut on the menu and add \ 
your favorite seafood fora great combination.
Salmon Filet 4.25 
Prawns 4.75 Lobster 6.50 
Swimming Scallops 3.95
Bucket of Clams S Steak & Kidney Pie §
^T-'Slitamed and'served'm.: '''T'' 'i ' r.;J OiiiJW’s ■lanio,AmhK.,vvnlftn'. r;!:;';
10,95 k SeafScmpee 'kl
-■ . . belli I'lisi'i.eiiii'‘lilh’Y ,
Lobster Dinner
Sutatilent lubsteitaiU '. j; :
Rfited ao'.oiding to . .. 
naik,el availability.
»*• 'J ai i'.lijsni, Will •laPey'"i".'.
;";My;''pailyPasta’'Sp0cial'
h-{Y(>uryhmee:B.BB^^]:yr.
OUR SPECIAL SAIL OVER TO 
' SPECIALS ..-s'f
i ■' " ■"
Plmse ask your waiter \ : 
fipfwaitressiajhoufourNf^
Oak Barrel fcivoritcs^ x
....................
M- Mil.fwia.i-..-I















Ail classifieei ads must submit­
ted to our office before noou on f^on- 
day prior to publication date. We are 
located at 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. Phone 656-iiSi. ^
OFFICE H6UBS
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
The Review reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therelore and to determine page location;
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reiect any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services, and to repay the customer the 
sum paid tor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are reguested not to send originals ol documents to 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors In advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter 
the first publication.
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review in Ihe event 
ot taiture to publish an advertisement or in the event of an error appearing in the advertise­
ment as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one incorrect 
insertion lor the portion ot tho advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted item on­
ly, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid tor such 
advertising,
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening.
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after 5 p.m. tf
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling. 656-4213. 4387-tf
Obituaries . i i,.:... 
Cards of Thanks ,.,. T 
Notices . .....;.....
Lost........,.,. i..
Found .. ,. i:....;..
Personals .........




Miscellaneous For Sale 
Garage Sales ........




Gardening . . i.......
Boats & Marine ......,
Motorcycles . .i....,. i .
Aircraft;. 
r Recreation Vehicles . i. 
Snowmobiles .... .ii..
i: Cars .: iii. i .i,. : i....
, Trucks,. i, .i. .i. 
Machinery i; ii.i.:
i Farm Machinery . . i .i: 
; For Rent . iiii ; .. i.,i 
i;;Wanted to Rent;




CLEANING - reasonable rates. 
Phone 656-3317. 35t
4x8 POOL TABLE and 
accessories. Shuffleboard and 
bumper pool table. 656-7728.
2 nc4 6
CONMAC AUTOMOTIVE
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP
65S-7144 
or 656-3012
V 10134 McDonald 
PARK ROAD
CARPENTER LOOKING for work, 
house building, foundations, 
sundecks, stairs, no job too small. 
652-2560. 3nc48
LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT. Saw, 
grinder, antique radios. 656-7088 
or384-8076. 3nc7
ACCOUNTANT with 10 yrs.
experience seeking career 
orientated position. 656-4641.
3 nc4 8
"CEDAR KINDLING". Split, dried 
and ready, evening or seasons 
supply, pick up or delivery 
arranged. Morris, 7994 Lochside. 
652-4688. 2c47
'Butl@r
WE HAVE ALL TYPES OF 
CING, Residential — Industriali 
— Farm. Pressure treated! 
posts & lumber. Supply or in-| 
stalled, ask , about ourf 
specials; 652-241 2 
652,-1121:
FREE 120 page Career Guide 
shows how to train at home for 
205 top paying full and part time 
jobs. GRANTON INSTITUTE, 
265A Adelaide Street, West, 
Toronto. Call (416)977-3929 
today. 7pb49
CARPENTRY WORK at 
reasonable rates. Renovations to 
complete house construction. 
656-9886. Inc46
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection. 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, 
Richmond 112-273-6829, 
Ka mloops 1 12-3 74 -35 66, 
Nanaimo 112-758-7375, Winlaw 




REQUIRED locally for part time 
commission sales and servicing 
call. Knowledge of boats and fire 
extinguishers an asset. Write P.O. 
box2308, Sidney, V8L3y;6. 2c46
A DOG GROOMER is required for
business in Sidney from Dec. 10 
to Dec. 2 3. M u St be expe rienced 
in all phases of grooming dogs. 
Pay is $6 per hour. Phone 656- 
0622 for interview. 1 p46
CARPENTRY, ROOFING.
renovations, and repairs. 
Fencing, landscaping, chain saw 
work and hauling, contact or 
hourly. Guaranteed work. Call 
Chris656-5723. Inc46
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Full 
cords, split and delivered. 
Seasoned alder, $90, green alder, 
$80, maple, $90. Phone 385- 
2371 or Saltspring Island 653- 








•Certified Body Shop ©Radiator Repairs 





DOUBLE BED. Good condition,
includes spring, base and 
mattress, $55. 652-5920. Ip46
LOVING CARE given to your
children in my home by pre-school 
instructors. Call Susan, 656-9245 
before 6 p.m. (full time 
preferred). 3nc47
ATARI CARTRIDGES. Excellent 








LOVING FAMILY DAY CARE in my 
home. Newborn to 5 years. More 
than 25 years experience. Full 
time only. 656-9998. 8p52
PUZZLED BY YOUR 
COMPUTER? The computer tutor 
offers personalized instruction 
from home computors to complex; 
business systems, programming 
and system design. 479-2955. "
EXPERIENCED, EFFICIENT 
LADY will do housework. 
Trustworthy & reliable. 656-9462.
4p48
64K Apple-compatible numeric 
keypad, dual processor, disedrive 
and monitor, $995.00, with 
Gemini Printer, $1,495.08. 
Software for all computers. Toll 
free 112-800-972-8689. Ipb46
MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION 
Free Pickup & Delivery
« PRESERV-A-SHINE • UNDERCOATiNG • SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAf^POO © TAR REMOVAL 
©COMPLETE IhTEBiOR Afib OTERIOR ClEANIKG AHD PROTECTION
VERSATILE HANDYMAN capable 
of doing boat repairs, carpentry, 







BUY IN BULK. Save up to 30 % 
Alberta A-1 'meats, top quality 
: bra nd na me freezi ng prod ucts. 
Great West Foods. 384-5488 or 
652-1475.
tXbLE TENNIS; (Ping 5 Pong) at; 
Brentwoexi ■'EjsiYientaryLSchool,;
SEASONAL COLOUR ANALYSIS- 
co-ordinate your clothihg and 
cosmetic ? colours ; with ; your: 
naturaLfacial tonesL Let your self,
;:; Mpndays:^30^:30 p.m.^AILa|K;^ Paks'available. Lois






A-l LANDSCAPE GARDENING. 
Haul aways, complete lawn and 
garden maintenance, pruning 
fruit trees and ornamentals,; 
rototilling, chain saw work, rock 
walls,,driveways, patios, fencing, 
window washing. 656-6693 John.
1 p46
SUPER BUY - Gemini lOX 
Printers now $399 each. Apple- 
compatible Disc Drives, $279 
each. Radio Shack Colour 
Computers 32K, $299 each. Call: 
CLOVERGITY COMPUTERS, 
13563 King George Hwy. 581- 
1615. ; :; T ipb46;
EVERY SINGLE CASSETTE IN 
PRINT, $5.98 to $9.98 over 2000 
titles. Send stamp for list. TAPE 
TOWN, Box 823, Campbell River, 
B.C;V9W5C5. : ; 1^^^
gOLOEM SHEAF BAKERY (1980)LLtd..;:'
2354 BEACON AVE.
FRESH, QUALITY BAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE y
Lou;& Joan.Neudecker.i; :;65S-3132'
. Bookkeeping (to; trial' balance,
. payrolls,; write-up(wbrk.; One 
time only(or. regular?basis. ;My 
office or yours. Typing, 
f Photocopying also available;
MATURE, RELIABLE babysitter 
wanted for 3 mo. old baby in our 
home. Part-time with some




CARIBOO PRESS;(1,969):LTD; '; :.:; 
, 2367 Beacon;Ave:-, Sidney; B C.: VeL'
T HE WHO DISPLAYS his politics on'
(;h!S door may lose a customer or FAMILY MAN :with(3;/4;tdn truck;' 
twoforevermore. Ip46 wil! do odd jobs and clean ups.
r.ft i:: : 65 2-04 48. Anar;
CLASSIFIED RATES
mser!ion;:20.woros or,less.'S2 00 
iprrpaymerit rale pntyj -Consecutive 
repeal insertions St 00 per week Over : 
20 words if'rsi week) each extra word 
-I.. cenls.:;Cor)5eculive .repeat,. Insertions 
,::, :0ve( 20 words;,10 cents per, each addi-" 
lional word Box numbers $1.00,
;: :Classliiea ; display;; rate upon. request, ;' 
;^.Char9e cUssilieds are $3.00 for thetirstr 
vveek,: VISA rale is also $3.00 for the first ;> 
week 1
;4p46
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
group meets regularly.sTo join us;
help us, or just for information, cAWTACTif' nc As
VANCOUVER’SiCENTENNUSO. ;; BEST PRICEisS AROUND! 
^ p,i 'Y®®?”TlNG_‘:;*creating HOTEL.’Any twonights $75; (until Specializing in : Drywail ((all 
problems m your life? Overeaters nqv. 20/83):(Walk to V.G.H. and phases) and Painting. Nothini is
Anonymous can help you. No Dome. 898 West Broadway, too big or small,; alsoLwilLdb
Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 1J8. Tel. general work, etc. 385-8405'
Ir iifj^nd^s, 8 pjm at 9788 - 2nd 872-8661. BringAd. Ipb46 anytime. Rr4K
St.,;Sidney. 656-2331. tfn ------------------------- --------------------- ------- —-^
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET 





(Wholesale and retail. Free 
((catalogues available. Norburn 
Lighting ;CentFe('lnc;(;4600 East 
Hastings St:; Burnaby, B(d.' V5G a 
2K5. Phoneli2-299-0666. • tf
SWAP N SHOP, Pauquachin; Hall; 
9050:;;; Wwb Saanich ;;Rd:;( (off;( 
McTavishRd;)Saf;;Nqy; 19/83; 9(;;; 
AM;-3 PM .'Table reservations call(( 
656-0i9Torat thedbdr;fe(;; 2c46 ;;
AJAX Windows-Floors-Carpels
mmE and Homes & Offices
!lJFFiCE;CLEAiiiEi!Sf
Bonded & Insured ESTiBATES 6584353
SURVIVORS 7 ;OF v .SEXUAL
ASSAULT Drbp-in ; group (meets 
every Wedhesday,\ 7-9 (p:m;;( at
GiRAVEMARKERS: 
bronze, biackstone 
; ( q ba I ity(; memdria ls;( (u rns,
'granite, SAWS; FILED,;;tbols;repaired;and 
l . Highest sharpened. Light metal, repair 
v.r c bells, work. 15 years in Sidney. "Len"
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
:$tS per year In Canada tor The Review.,
, $1?, per; year,lor senior citizens; ' ( : , T;
' r 3luiTtinum fouhdry, wrought iron( Cusden;(2440 (Malaview./Phone'
;(; 1045 Unden Aye. 383-5545,10-5 gates. By European craftsman 656-4068. 8p51^
I p.m. Monday to Friday for more journeyman;;;;; ;Buy( ;'(direct(;( ------- -
mto-
ON CHOOSING BOOKS FOR; o Jacobsen Street; Mission,; B.C.
CHILDREN. This single-evening (V2V 4H9.826-9114; 50%deposit 
session will beofferedevery Wed. required. Tpb46
6 YEARS (EXPERIENCE^ (IN
DR'YWALL, Sidney' - Brentwood 
Bay area; reasonableT rates;! 
Exce 1 le nt work. 6 5 6 -9 919. 4 p4 7
' (PAULINE’S; HANDICRAFTS for 
pottery,*( carvings, cer 
jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted; 
((;baby(;items,3tbys,; 2424: Beacon;; 
(iVinta^; (Bentley: ’car/sfor ?;h!re(“' 
(weddings, etc;) 656-3714 dr 656-; 
6693^26p04
CARPORT SALE; Sat.V Nov;::i9,9;; 
(a.m., 2133 Bradford. Shower 
(doors, vac. cleaners, polishers, 
(kitchen ;’ca binetsy/ba thfodm; si nk(; 







- CcitecilonE should be'made bolpre the , 
. (secohP inserlion. Allowaiice can be made 
, ,!of onB. ' incoirect' inserlion only; We', 
'reserve.lhe, ritjhrip classily ads under , 
(appiopdate headings'.'
thr9i^h Noy.^^nd^ C^c. Please (; bEAT(THOTRII^(AND™ ? 
register for the .Wed. of ^ your fedS - brew your d\vn beer and 
^ice by calling .^mi^ng Mouse ; wine with supplies from Sidney
9.—3H4. Natural Foods, 656-4634 . 4wc49
,;rts52"' ...... ; ————'
DAYCARE in my; home, lunches,; 
playmates): quiet area, . serving 
Saanichton and Brentwood Bay 
area.652-0193.^;
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. 75J 1E6.
(Complete satellite packages from 
$ly995;;Financing available, no! 
down( payment O.A.C; $29 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Phone 112-430-4040. tfn’
TIRES WANTED. 2 - E78-14 
snows dr ( summer: > 385-7307 
evening.3p47;,(
(Liquid Dry}
“Expert Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning The Unique Way ”>
FREE ESTIMATES - BONDED «• INSURED ,
656-3739 477-4911
, > , I
OBITUARIES
FREE PIANO LESSONS • 
Saanichton/Dean Heights area. 
Registered music teacher will give 
free piano lessons in return for 
the use of your piano to teach 
others.383-4592. ( ; 4p46
COWAN. At Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, Nov. 11, 1983, Tkir. 
William Alexandra Cowan, age 97 
' years, A resident'Of Sidney,‘B.C, 
i Member df Rotary Club of Sidney 
;' and an honorary Deacon at the 
((Bethal Fellowship Baptist 
; : Church, He leaves his loving wife
Winnifred a home, nowphew 
(; (,H B.C.;
niece Ida Carlson of Jorden River,;
’ B C. and ofher' newphewS In
service
;;; '(was.held Tues.Nov: 15,1983 at ;
Funeral; Chapel of':
' ( Roses; 9838 4th St,, Sidney, B.C.“ 
»! ' at'l;00;p;m; Officiated by Pastor 
; ;((;;: Norman ' Harrison; and: (Brian!
Joyce, I ntorment /West Saanich ;.
I Cemotary, Sand's; Sidney,; lwc46;
RENOVATIONS, NEW
CONSTRUCTION, all types of 
carpentry work.'Phone 652-0774 
after 6: p.m;!'!''.': 2 p4 6
MISSING 19" APOLLO CAPRI 
S/N HOOl8683. Reward to 
finder. Ph. 656-5608. Last seen 
at North Saanich School. 2p46
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD. , 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995.00. Financing available, 
no down payment O.A,C.;$29.00 
per month, Dealer; inquiries 
welcome. Phone 112-430-4040. 
Tfn;'.'/;!'
WINTER CLEAN-UP.
Inside/outside,; all around, heavy 
■ light - garden. Grow (boxes 
installed. Reasonable rates. 656- 
2774 anytime. / 3p47
SANDAK SHOES great for travel 
and holiday wear, or just around 
(home. Childrens' shoes also 
available, individual sales or shoe 
parties, 652-3038; ! 10c48
UP TO $100. PAID for your 
appliance, working or not. Trade 
yours in for hewer or better 
a ppl iances. 656-2797. ; 4 p4 8
14 -.-tlD
, ...
FREE TO A GOOD HOME, an 
affectionate yhoung! neutered; 
male Tabby; cat, has had all his 
shots! 656-9170. ( ;! : 2p46
FREE TO GOOD HOME, spayed
female Husky/Collie/cross, had 
shots, 656-7740. ; ;; 2c46
; ; / ' COHNER OF, BURNSIDE 4 DOUGLAS (/i ; (;
;'Ceramic':.:tiles,& Accassorios 
Estimates &. Installations 
389-3811
DEEP COVE MAN with truck. 
House, ' ; (yard, ; ( 
maintenance, carpentry, hauling 
away, window cleaning, 
eavestroughs, ( roofs ! cleaned, 
chainsaw ; workL/
Reasonable rates anywhere on; 
peninsula. Phone Malcolm, 656- 
9312;.' ,,.'!“''"3nc7,'
BED CHESTERFIELD recliner 
and chair. Very reasonable. Call 
aflerS p.m. 656-7186, ; 2c47 :
FREE HANDSOME male cat,
country home, neutered, All 
shots, 1 Vi! yrs: 656-4907) lc46
FOUND: part Siamese:; kitten, 
Canoe Cove Marina area* 656- 
6818. ■!'':/.':;';:','’'':;:."inc4 6
BY OWNER. Modern 60 seat
licensed restaurant, giftshop.
5701 Hwy. 97 frontage, 11 Macros,;' 
three bdrm. honie, potential/expansion in place #5 - ' Till your ^rdenntg
Tranquille,Karnloops.V2B3L6.: ; . f
1 Db4 6 , Linda_orDoi£g. 67 56-9570. 6p50
sSMEWEt^Ti^WiBTmiT^^
COLONIAL FLORAL design 
chesterfield and chair,; $400;; 1 
utility trailer, $150) Phone 656-!
;2613,'..'' ' ';,''.'.':„ic46''''
BLACK PERSIAN LAMB evening





"CANNED MUSIC! when you can 
' hire ‘'Eric's Music, Machine" (the ( 
((Ijodgjorman) for ,$1507! I'tri; new; 
here, but have a $5000;sound & 
lieht sySfern and have 10 years 
; cxpofionce:; enter lalnlng at 
' hundreds ■ of! functions across:: 
(./Canada,656-2797,>;"::.//>.4'
WOMEN'S SEXUAL 
( CENTRE Crisis Line.! 383-3232) 
We offer information) support and 
referrals. 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
::‘ ,weok,/’"'. :'tfn
"/ olHWSEillM^' .families''and,
individuals of all ages • serving 
the ! Pen I ns u la) Community
KNOCKS
" on thd; door! An investment of 
:;$ 15,000.00; will set you up in a 
(business that will keep you 
hopping (/.and; your (cup 
ovetflowing. ■ The first month's 
' ;/ operation in Courtenay netted 
ASSAULT; ;($ 5,000.00) plus), Cail for details,
; Judy : Sto|dl(/ Nanaimo Roalb^ 
"'North! 334-3124 (■/:'/;;;!!.'!).;i:pb46.:
SfiFTWAfCHoDsT
this baiTcInr^^^^^ '^ $ 10,000. worth Of timethis time It s banging .^ois, ;Avaiiable now,, hourlynow,, hourly or, 
cent ract ra tes. 6 5 6 • 7 6 5 8. ; 5 c5 0;
HOOSEKEEPINa'for.:
Counsolltng Service, 9788 
Second St., Sidnay. 656-1247. tf
thought- or intended • to Invest in > 
the computer softward business, 
you should talk to me,. Peter 
Bakker,Tollfroe(112-800'972- 
8689: Vancouver, ; ( (lp^^^
WILL DO
reasonable; / rates, ■ reliable, 
maturd, d>;collent .worker, 656- 
7908. . 2p46
EXPERT FINISiffll4Q^’M'ENTn?
WORK, 'backed; by years: of 
: experience'(for!/!$ 8,00/,hr, :or 
irYaiTew contract) Please call Frank at 652
NEW TEMPERED glass 34" x 76".
$27; ,34"x62", $29, Lots more.. 
M l r rors; a nd a 11 t y pos of gla ss a t; 
(' discou nt ( 'prices, No w a nd old 
' wood doors) etc) ;)!VISA,; 
'( MASTERCARD. : Clark Enter;! 
,97 50"- 41h St,. Sidney, 656 -6656 i 
/br389-8180 pager 302. tfn
REGISTER NOW for Fail/Winter) 
lessons, " indoor ri ng, quality 
horses and instruction. Mist 





■ long-Tiino Sidney bliilcler '
RennvAie ^ t FRPP FST)MATTC; ..Bumpus.Vorjiiis,; Repairs, /,
Call 656-4915 Additions, Cuslom-mado Window Shutters,
- NO JOB TOO SMALL ~
LARGE VIKING21'cubic ft;chest( 
doopfrooze, Excellent condition,) 
$226.652-9617, . Ic46
0309 after 5:00 p,m)^:;:))(^^^^^^
SIDNEY - ncT^'saanIch, vve,
! VIOLIN LESSONS, private tuition
! : In iTiy studio. 2 miles from Sidney 
r ;on (#70 bus route) Clare 
: Sidebotham, Mus. Bach.) 
( Giaduate UVic School of Music.; 
;!,.;)):656-'7,594:.'' 4p48'!,>
pWF'flliTd Nn^"'4Rliv¥6);,: 
TEACHER has a tew openings for 
: Sidney Saanich students, Lessons 
/!"' ^(g.uctiQmd.OSe’gSBfi.; Ic46 
';,;|lNi6HSl6ff;eR*i5S>i^13iw to; 
„(, Sidney?,,Oon’t.kn'bw ariVo«i|d!..T,he(, 
Silver i! Threads .i/Centro' ''Otfer*/! 
classes, Bctivitios (end a warm 
welcome, Drop ; In to ■ 10030;;




will clean your homo; apt; or boat. 
We're fast a rid theirough) $ 7 per 
hr, Phone 386*5464 paBdr965.
' 1 p4 6':'///'"'/!!)' /'■...■;':;!'!/(■
MMM
■MMWIHMMWM





).i'ftsMirAM S10UISIS NO KxixniNa 
fAlt, TWO HOUNS MOM If AST 10 HNIIH 




Vvettd Noreen I ^ 
(384*7^5,or,;59S414«,,:
/MATURE^
' REQUIRED at rny homo tor 2:V» 
year old bovii Mon; id WEd/and 
(fri. from 3-6 p!to, Nonsmoker.
:C5e!5766.
( A8SDCIATION, 9788 2nd St.,; is 
(the : intoi matldn);:and "Volunteor;
'’rvicc fu! llii, punlfiiuVt. If ydu(;;:..................................................
nood assiitanco or'if.you.wlsh to',!!.PUT,1 YOUR'” Christmas'/'.Lfston 
(/oiunioer a few ttours a week to ! computer labels, 50c per name 
/help other* in your twmunify,' and address plus 5c per lalxol, 
;:,,4)loas«, 0911.656-0134 .;for,'<wrihor:i:;v,^.&haw';Oomput«r";;,Servic«*, ;652’-
>';> BE Slip''EMPL,OVED.:* 'National,”''! 
; m a h u f a c t u r 0 r ( r e q u l r os; 




,';::Canada !Wayx .Burnaby, ^ B,C. .VS mi
:/;3Nl„.';.;v)524-030J,>,/,'566-61.9.7/;" 






ADS, to thope peirsoit® 
who ore normfli'lly 
employed but ere cur< 
reotly out of worh. You 
mny edvertiee for e Joh 
;;oY';fbr';fh]f ■ ttele.ofijfour:; 
; own;, mprphendleo;",/to, 
. ae'nerBite, f unde* .Thpio'. 
nde must be pieced I h 
perspn et tlie Review 
etflide* No Mds for this 
olttsilflcietton will) be 
(ecoe'lpied;;) by'')!Rhono*‘ 
Umltip S oonseoutive 
insertion^ only.
(HEAVYOUTY utility trailer, $150
; Obo, Call 652-0583.' 2p47
■4 USl'DliWTffROOKlDRATES^
each panel 5 fd 7 feet wide, 8 foot; 
in length. Best offer. Phono 656*;
);:4950, _j _ ________ 1046':
JpaDDIe FANS '■ TlTrorlglna] fan^ 
(Store, Wholesale and Retail. Free 
( cataloguosi / Ocean:' Pacific Fan 
Gallery Inc: 4600 East Hastings 
;)Streol,(Burnaby, B.C, V5C 2K5( 
Phone 112-299-0668,' na-tf
SIX YEAR OLD BAY GELDING. 
'/Rogisterodl' Sire:; Jet/ of Hohof, " 
(Dam;;Speedy:Bar Milly. Excollont / 
/disposition, used for barrels and:
; roping,'392-7570. 3p48/:
:.' R E GIS r ERfeD';'(''Rd'fwoil7n>!!^
(Elkhound;; pups.(.iShOW'.'/,; pot/) 
/ quali ty;' 16 ho nd 2 y r, old black 
(gelding Appendix registered 1/4;( 
hdrsoi ((Tremendous English 
)pot0ntial( ;il2(6O4)832-6557) ' 
"■after 4 p.m, /■.>'^-/J.pb46;/(
te ts i Cl nn TI aL;' 'c>esiou/p«A,nti '»/„•;
BC* iPuJ T (.VC.'-' iMifJttT KuC-T lO'U 










split, $76: 'unsplit, ' Maple, $95 
split, $80 unsplit. Also logging 
truck loads, 10 cord loads, $550, 
All cords guaranteed, Phono UZ* 
/65'3-9240,./■/''':''''!':''/!'-:20p0l
FRANK JAKOBSEN
FINISH CARPENTRY • CUSTOM INTERIORS






— $5) Printed in our shop. 
Popular Press) 2737 Heald RcL) 
(Shaw'nigan Lake, B.C. VOR 2W0. 
Please send payment with order,
.;ThanK'you.;:”' '/!:'.■■/'/? '■' /"! 6pb46'
' ;il ..GUASTWlNCHISfER ■ pump 
model 1897, one Pcetz red and 
; reel,/on0;air/ fitlo( ono rPfotiller, 
One battery chatier, 24 volts) 30 
amps; Now tithing lures, one 20 
, Kuage ,and 2,22 over aixj, urrder 
Savage, two now snow tires and 
"rim*, 6:95x'14,.'S«nd InqPiries.to 
Bo*,;,‘’B" .'c/o'”.The.:. Review,'' P.O..; 
') p ov? 07 . *(, 'M '.'
■"hO'w';/ cPtSdllton;: '/'Also::;:;oloctr'ic 
;*raB,tor»,';:..likO:,; riow.,,.Phon#.;6S6-
;i867...;..;.4C47,
1976 ll n. SANGSTER. F.W.C. 
120 Merc, 15 h.p:; O.B, and / 
trailer, *4,995)656-0223 or656- 
4997 atterS p.m. 5p48/.
£. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD*
;|Con(;je|ti,Wfllurproo1ina




1972:); SUZUKI )':gT.)76I},'/'(Water.■ 
cooled, low miloagOi Offenp. 656
■■! 254'6( :'!'";2p47.))
)ir';; TRAVEL'"''/TRAILER*'((Stove!''!'! 
trid8»,sink, potti, hook-up, sleep*)
■4.$L950.,479-2958,;'.59«-5Sll.".''(?:




Wednesday. November 16. 1983
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
d PiOFESSaONS, GOODS and SIRVICiS . . • I
Classic * r>ii JlDrapes n bnaues
1978 GRAND LEMANS, very 
reliable family car. Good 
condition. $4,000 obo. 656-9606. 
4 p4 6
1973 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 340.
good condition, $2,000 firm. 652- 
4075. Ic46
NEW & USED G.M. TRUCKS &
CARS. Quality vehicles. Excellent 
prices. Call collect 534-7431 only 
to John Couldwell - Ben Campen. 
GOLD KEY PONTIAC BUICK. 
LANGLEY. B.C.534-7431. Ipb47
1977 SUBARU 4 wheel drive,
mechanically sound, excellent 
body, no rust, good winter 
traction. $3,500 obo. 656-1216. 
:'2c47.
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
fireplace, large garden area 
possible. Suitable couple only, 
years lease required. $350 
month. After5 p.m.call656-6975 
or Mary's Food 656-9343. 2p47
NICE ‘N QUIET modern 3 
bedroom duplex, new paint. 
Fenced yard, heatalator fireplace, 
fridge and stove included, $575. 
p.m. 652-5672. Ip46
'mi MACHINERY
SIDNEY; one bedroorn suite,
bachelor suite, utilities included,' 
non smoker. 656-6701. Ip46 
FOR RENT - FURNISHED lovely
modern home on Curteis Pt. To 
couple for 3 months. Low rent and 
facilities. References required. 
Box "D" to Sidney Review. Ip46
1975 CASE 580 B BACKHOE. 
Four in one extendahoe, extra 
bucket, only 2200 hrs. Running 
gear like new, used on my 
property for last 5 years. 
Sacraficeat $14,500. 727-2584. 
2.CA7 '■.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Sidney 1 bedroom, cornp. 
furnished waterview apt. Walking 
distance downtown. Utilities paid. 
Sorry no children or pets. $580. 
month. 656-7117. 2p47
3 Room; groups, .Bachelor; 
; s u i t e s, i n diV i d u ai : p i ece s., 
Tiide-a-beds;: rollaways, 
month to month:: ^
388 Yates 383-3655
?3I
WORKING MALE looking for small 
house or cabin. Willing to do work 
for rent reduction. Stan 652- 
9468. 4p47
WILL GIVE excellent care to your
estate, house, apartment in 
exchange for reasonable rent. 
Landscape contractor. 656-3852. 
'.4 C47
FURNISHED SIDNEY, Jan., Feb.,
possibly March,: house .or 
apartment. Tv/o r bedrooms, 
ground floor or elevator. Three 
adults. 656-4285: 2c46
Q UIE T PROFESSIONAL
GENTLEMAN seeks small private 






over 10,000 sq. ft. on Reay 
Creek and Pond, Water, 
Sewers. $38,000.
DEEP COVE: 1/2 acre, treed. 
Power, Watermains. May 
finance. $42,500.
NEED ELBOWROOM? Well 
maintained townhouse with 
almost 3000 sq. ft. living 
splace, plus separate 
garage/workshop. Vaulted 
ceilings, fireplace, appliances, 
etc. Walk to school and 
marinas. Bank says “Sell”. 
Asking $99,500.
KAREL DROST
656-2427 656-0131 (24 hrs)
DON’T PASS THIS ONE: If you 
like tennis, there’s a court 
close by. If you like the sea, 
only a few minutes walk. If you 
like privacy, a nice back yard. 


















4 bdr. - 2 up, 2 down, and 2 
bathrooms, Waterview from 
liv. and din. rooms. Over 1500 
sq. ft. on each floor. Fruit 
trees and berry bushes.
FAMILY HOME PLUS
A potential inlaw suite in high 
basement, 3 bdr. on main, 2 
bathrooms, plus extra 
bedrooms. Landscaped, 









FOR YOUR AD I
to
203-2405 BEACOH AVE.
: ■ BPPEilALL ■ :"
EFFECTIVE
2ist NOVEI^SEI!, 1983 
652-3043 Bob Frew 656-1111




One bedroom suites by marina, 






25 Years Experience 
Residential. Commercial. 
Industrial .
IMd Job Too Smair
LADIES WEAR serving Peninsula 
for 5 yrs. has excellent 
reputation. Operating from 
Leased premises, the 
improvements, fixtures and on 
IF YOU ARE SELLING your home, going business are yours for
and vou want the least problems, $12,000, plus inventory which
quickest sale and most; money, can be adjusted by sales,
then call Keith Martin:656-4761, Sparkling premises in ternfic
for professional service.: Block location fronting on mam rc»d in
Bros Realty Ltd. 656-5584. 43rts shopping centre, and across the
—... - --- ■■■ ■ -. ....... . ; road from new plaza to be built.
BY OWNER waterfront; Lochside, Call Frank Csinos of Century 21
Arbutus Realty Inc: at 652-4488 
or at Res: 652-3202. 4wc4 7
4 bedroom house, $179,000.652-
^1270.';■v;■;V:/-^'/:->;■'::^■."■■■:''-/ilc46■
:;vp:.sn>NEv 'B.c.> v,:
9805 SECOND AVENUE 
AT BEACON
Beautilui w^erlronl jocaiion in Sidney: 
-;Views;trom every:suite,: large units. Fridge.,'
, stouC idishwasher.,;.fwasher/dryer; iin.:;™^ i 
: suites. Convenient ground iloor mini shopping; 
in reinlorced concrete building
RENT INCLUDES SATELITE
■ BACHELOR — $300. 
ONE BEDROOM. $440 
TWO BEDROOM $640.





FOR RENT: 3, bedroom'duplex; 
on McDonald Park Rd;t Fenced 
;back|;;yafd::;::Newly::; painted. 




AVAILABLE JAN. X; 1984.
approx. 1,000 sq. ft. with 
excellent frontage on East 
Saanich Rd, : Across the street 
from^*; major
development In Saanichton, 
Lease available starting $600 per 
' month. Triple net. Century 21 
Arbutus Realty Inc. 652-4488 , 
Frank Cslnos652-3202: 4wc47
SIDE BY SIDE duplex, 2 bdrSi.
' with 3rd bdrm, or iivlaw suite 













Complete Holiday Property: 
Supervision, including Maif 
& Paper Collection.iindopr; 
Plant;^^^^^^,
Grounds Maintenance, Pet 
Care, alternate Interiors 
Lighting etc:, from $5.00 
Per Day,
FOR MORE INFO: PLEASE 
PHONE JOE STARKE 
.656-0747..:''i:Vr
NO STEP BUNGALOW 
rquired: in the lower;price 
range, lor retired couple. 
Garage or carport not 







This 2 acre property has 
just been listed and the 
subdivision potential 
makes it a great holding 
property. Act now as it 
won't last.'







Thorne Lennon Electric (1976/ Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B'.C. V8L 3A6
Industria! / Residential / 
Gommercial 
Phone 656-2945
S56-2405: ,WES: JONES :
:::;;;:&;spNS::^^





! v: Trucking/: Excavating /and;.Backhoe Work:






' , •backhoe service
•plowing, cultivating 
' & rotovaling
4 “blade work ,
i . ‘ “postholes „ :
' ■ ■ ■ ■ •brush cutting
Took rake
I
If you iike to be bothered by facts
$59,500
Commercial zoned / lot in: 
heart: ; ofSidney/ across 
from laridmark: bldg,'Ap-;:
prox/:6,d00 sq.;;ft.;/For:
; more: S info/ /; ca 11: Freddy 
Starke 652-9602 or 
;656-0747:'::'-/:/
//'
COUNTRY HOME fo share, North
, / Saanich. Quiet," responsibl® 
working ' person
///monthly, includes lUtilitios.; Reply/ 
/:/. 'fee/6 ■■ BoX'Offlco ;l‘C''v'Ro.yio'W/Box:
2070, Sidney, B.C.  2p46:
ThWII"' ":”b e d ,R 6"o^4,' ■::
S/:/''/;iTTOWNHOU8E/T W; baths ./stove/: 
fefe; fridge, dishwasher, drape 
fe-/;:'fe';:'avaltablo nosv/$550; 65C-47 79 /'fe;:
2p46 
/T:../:fe/:eNE BEDRoom, w/w carpet;
. stove, (ridge, cable TV, drapes. / 
i No pets,fio chlldroni Phone 656- 
1673',:'./''''/3c47.''
6Ne iibR6^"’SoN6%stpvo,,;
fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, no 
potsr References. $450 per 
month. 656^4066 or 656-4003, ! 
rts 
:/'/;''T'//:DEiI0xra>NB<),,two bedrooms.,, 
two- bathrooms, w/w carpets.
; Rarige, fridge,: dishwasher, $600 
including heat ; arid ltd 
Available Dec. lvPhone65?,-1811 
ora56-9l
iONl”0i6fl'SSifii“turnisticd,, suite:;, 
Brentwood: Ba'/: /..Linens, / ut.ehsils/- /; 
supplied/ woekjy; room service. 






VENDOR WILL FINANCE 
■1ST MTG. AT 8%,
//■'///B/YEAR/TEHM/:;,/',"/;- 
Brehtv/ODd's "'best deal/' 
Almost/T V?/acres of/level 
garden/soilfeThls: property 
is/ideal for horsos or other 
';llvd"!5fdck';::/The twp;bedfm;; 
bungalow is completely 
renovated and In Im­
maculate condition, plus 
/thero/>:is,:ipqiTufor.a;:Work:’;: 
:.shdp T 111,// part "/tiasQmeni; 
/Here today SOLD fomor- 









/Lovely/3/ bedrrn./ f 
home/:/ large/ living- 
diningrm; with airtight 
heater, bay windows, 
/spacious/ kitchen / with 
eating/area, family / roorn 
/ vvith patio / separate reerm . 
Three bathrooms, carport, 
large, fully landscapedTot. 
/rnostly fenced/Traffic free 
street/in popular .area, .All 
this for only $119,500. For 
more info; on this fine pro­
perty please call Freddy 
Starke 652-9602 or 
:,'65B-0747.:/’T/,:;////T./::.//-'/'






BACKHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS 
LOADING / /^ WATERLINES
SIDNEY ROTOVATING & 
TRACTOR SERVICE /^
Prompt, Courteous Service
' Ploughing,/Leveling. Fenctr ,Post Digging/& Punching /
656-1748








display. There is no 
//;chargo:Td|/TH'is',e!<ira':ser’//
/;:vlce ./,::■ lf:-;:---youv/are:://(:pii'/:i
room service. Available Disci/l, 
$298//-10'/$395' ■ pof:. month.//
■''''*"''SjinddwiiM6te1/.652455l£./-.';--Urr’;







. This famliy/home: has 3' 
■ bedrooms up and 2 down, 
/,The;,basemfjrif::'has: a, Tiv• 
^i^groom,^ fulTbath:;and kit- 








'' said" 5d/'.acl/Ttow'/,'-Lerry 
Olttdrt; rtjSB-1050/ or 
J56-074T"!:,/-/':/-;:
home, you owe it IQ; 







15 min„dii\/o from Woo!,co,
Freddy/Starke 652-9002, 
Joe Starko 381-1578 or 
6^6*0747 Caetle Properties 
■(1982)
BETTER THAN NEW 
$77,900
3'bodrrn/,Tid/stepi'ancheri/
; Ideal ’starter or/:fctli'emenf: 
home/'Kilchen with, eating 
area In line living- 
dlningrrfi,//wilh /fiealiialor- 




entrance door fui 
wheelchair access, For 
/mdr0,'Tnfo/./Joo/St«rko;:8t 
381-15f8, Friddy Slerke 




7115 West Saanich Rd., Brenwlood Bay, B.C. 
Ph.652.2Si2,,;.;vos,iAO
•Small Engine Repairs • home owner
LawnmoWers, Chain Saws, Small outboards, rentals 
parts. Accessories and Tools.
T/-,/ Suitable /tor /Odd’ or two couples,


















■ inciudn i«!Cui:zi,iw!li.>,bMiit::, 
in kitchen applianics, 
■;Tam)1y/Tdorh''aridTe(:;,rodfdi: 
■" W'pat'Hhg in'lhn''rdhr';-.hhri 
'■/imidiV/J'fhor','/Td/JtO'W/:caif/ 





ment home has; just been 
fisted and ';1e/a .must Tor 
anybody cohldmplating/a 
/durclwso at Ihi^ time./The 
back yard Is landscaped 
iik'd/'Va '/mini,./:;',0utchart 
gardens wtih ?. 





































------  Pioneer ■■'tciSAt;
Where should yoii be spcntlihe 
your advertising doilar?




■ " SVIC^SS/CONTpL "
the ‘Safer' way




Marine,■ Auto .& Safety Glass: ihsuriinco Gtaimr!,,Promptly liandlod
Window Glass -T Mirrors ,
, 101»M«a:P.H< Ilfe/
Pedrosa Masons Supply iM
t 6777 0ldneM Rd.; - 
Kiatlng Initliiistflal Mr«t
■/stone:/■ Marble//Mkdnry/:;;&:/iT^^
:/■ Supplies/:: MiiSdns/Tonis/': Cement:' fTF.C,/'’ 
/Oecor Stonij &/; Interiocklrig Pfdduotsv B.C./ 
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PENINSUU DIREaORY
rf PROFUSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
G reen
B52-3Q89 “Ideas nrougb COMPLETE SERVICE
•Interloping Stones for ... '"•Lawn & Garden
Patrios, Walks, Maintenance
Driveways •Pruning & Spraying








CUSTOM BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS 
NOW A VAILABLE IN STOCK - UHiOLSTERY FABRIC AND
10200 BOWERBAMK RD.
SJDNEY
KEYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
★ Fully Insured ★Residential/Commercial
★ Quality Workmanship ★ Free Estimates
■fr Interior/Exterior





r ' Painting Ji' -; 
decorating Ltd.






Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 















Bert Morrey Plumbing & Heating
^Licensed fVumfeer ;:; ;'"Wew.Conslruction andlRepairs ■■;:
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 656>1580
Arbutus Realty loci
•Jim Smith •Roger Frampton 
Listings we^ed
!■ 6524488;
I'f I, :■ nV, •' -M,(i T> ^ t'rl; «■!/ '■ I.* ''•)''^ri-' * f.'
■ -.1:1
v\ \ I S Graham's Roofing
* " 656 0620
Repairs to Vents, 




SAM .Tor all your Roofing Needs, 
Shakes, Shingles, Tar
“THE" ROOFER ^ Gr^l C, nepalrs







' OU/fLlFlEO STAFF - FREE ESTIMATES■ > ■' A'*" A ^ '■ ' ■
'■: iftSc ^ i r>rfPiwifl ?wl Hllitij StifUifitWH Iti'H:'
CERTIFIED'SPRAYERS •book' HOW, F0R;SPHIN6 ;





r Ij " '


















CONSTRUCTIOH & MARINE SALVAGE
Specialists in seawall work, wharves and GuH Islands home 
renovations.
That's ri<ihl. just call
656-1151
toklay and tiur adverlisinp, repre- 
srntalivt* will introduce you to tiu* 
largestmarketplace in this area.
Our landing cralt will transport materials & crew to marine 
sites where lack of road access prohibits normal construction 
methods.
SIDNEY BASED MARINE SALVAGE 
PERSONNEL ON CALL 24 HRS. A DAY
John Manning 656-0021
HEliSIU;













Try one ot our 8 varieties 
of burgers
and we’ll serve it on 
a homemade bun!
On Monday’s V . . we make our ovvn burger 








Do you know about CASE?
: This governinent sponsored assistance program is Available to 
|:;Tany;:sniall;.business:T;T'-'T■r^■■;;■T■'T-'^;;■: .
The counsellors are retired, successfuTbusinessmen. 
j.Reports areicontidential- CASE ,can ' help: you : iniTslar1-,up:,proT 
j for a new: business,: purchasing and existing business all
! phases oT operation,
I Bookkeeping Cashflow Inventory Control
I Marketing Profit Ratio Financing
For further information contact:
990 Foh St/;Victoria; B:C:;V8V 3K2> : ^T
The Prospect Lake Community Association, a nonprofit 
organization, will be holding its annual Christmas Flea 
Market Nov. 19, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Community 
Hail at 5358 Sparton Rd. Admission free, refreshments 
available. The 30 stalls will feature a wide variety of 
merchandise including baking, toys, crafts, children’s 
clothing, unique gifts, artwork and collectibles. There will 
be plant stalls for your garden. 2-46
'ik'
Garth Homer Centre for the handicapped, 813 Darwin 
Ave., 'Victoria, B.C. presents a Christmas sale of Arbutus 
crafts in the centre auditorium Nov. 17 and 18, noon to 8 
p.m. each day. Many Christmas gift ideas. Tea served for a 
small fee. Everyone welcome. 2-46
The ne.xt public meeting of Citizens United for Safety 
and Justice will be held on Nov. 16 - 7:30 p.m. at the 
University of Victoria, Clearihue Building, Room Cl 12. 
Guest speaker will be Chief Peterson, now retired from the 
Saanich police department. For information call 478-0426.
All members and concerned citizens are urged to attend. 2- 
■'■ 46-
Christmas craft fair! The Vic West Community “Y”
(521 Craigflower Rd.) plans its third annual Christmas 
craft fair noon to 9 p.m; Nov. 25, and 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Nov. 26. The fair features 46 craft booths, music and 
refreshments. Free admission. For more information, 
contact; Vic West Community “Y”, 521 Craigflower Rd., 
388-6120 (weekdays). 3.47
St. Mary’s Church, Cultra Ave., Saanichton, invites you 
to their Christmas Bazaar to be held Nov; 26 from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. Bake stall, crafts (Christmas items), attic 
treasures, plant stall, books and splendid Christmas 
hamper draw. Hot scones, tea and coffee for a small fee. 2- 
T47':,: ■
Ladies Auxiliary, branch 37 plans a Christmas bazaar , 
and tea to be held at 1-4 p.m. Noy. 20 at the Legion Hall, !' : 
Mills Rd. 1-46
Panorama Leisure Centre; has over 20 workouts to /: 
/ Choose from this ^mixierT WeNLhelp ge:t the body; fit and p i 
firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels. The 
music is motivating and tl '
knowledge of basic crafts an asset but not essential. The 
program runs Mondays 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall on 4th St., Sidney. For more
virffnrma'tirin nnll
ar and tea, 2-4 p.m. Nov. 
19, 7184 East Saanich Rd. Baking, cards, plants, holly,
p, : ! ’ Brantwond Shopping Centre. Brentwood Bay
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.-^. 652-1192
. FEDERAL BUSINESS BANQUE FEDERALE 
rpEVELOPMENYBANK^ITDE^pEVELOpPEMENT::////?:
TRs-nisi = I * ,
I pottery display, candy, mincemeat, dried arrangments. 2-
l  1 46
ment % * *
SS. I . .-11 - ..u 1 /■Your success is our only business. a n - 1 „Pcmnsula Playcrs will present themselves as a group of
^ «.t I strolling .players ;in .their January production, Edwardian
■ ' . ' Pub Night, with a mini-melodrama. Auditions for actors/'
I---------- —-------------------------- --------------- ———______ ____________ ___ _________ singers, dancers, specialty acts, etc., will take place Nov.
15 at 7:30 p.m. and Sun. Nov. 20 at 2 p.m. in the Lions 
Hall, 6994 East Saanich Rd. 2-46
Douglas St., Nov, 22-25 features an extravaganza of 
quality handcrafts by 150 B.C.’s finest artisans. Live 
continuous musical entertainment. Light lunches and 
refreshments served on the promenade overlooking garden 
: and craftsi A fee will be chareed for:admis!:idn;lHoufs To
a.m. to 9 p.m.. daily. For more information call 658-8333 
or 658-8825. 3-47
Sanscha Hall Association special meeting to adopt
■ « rtM ol tali' ol 4 : \.T oat . J ^ clt 7 * 30 P ID 1 P >
Sanscha Hall. Members, please attend. 2-46
A giant garage sale will be held from 9 a.m. Nov. 26 at 
the Legion Hall on Mills Rd. 2-47
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula Garden Club annual 
meeting will be held Noy.; 2L:^ plhi. inIMargaret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall, Sidney. Election of executive. Guest 
speaker is Dick Kcepcnce — topic: care and propagation of 
small fruits. Visitors welcome. Refreshments. 1-46
::;;i:;Noycmber:;;Bingb:,.. _ ________________________ _
Citizens Association will be held in Brentwood Hall Nov. 
19. Do(Ji.s open at 6 p.m., early birds 7 p.m., regular games 
7:30 p.m. Cash prizes, door prizes and bonanza games,
introducing the padd(?dl bingo card. ' 1.46
* ♦ •
676 Kittyhawk Air Cadet Squadron, Sidney, is having 
annual Parents Night and an Open House Nov, 24 at 6:30
'' j) ' YP '■ '' nV "a i«'ih A'l Jh* K_Y m. 1 I —....r : j"- '
Rd. 2-47
' i J 4* I f ^
The community is invited to a “Fatnily Health Seminar”
I''' I'
2295 Weiler Ave,, Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. There will be personal 
sharing on the results of alcohol and substances abuse in
the home. Charles Fitt, R.5LW, counselor on substance 
abuse will lead Ihc discussion and show a film. Theie will
be no charge, but a (Tcewill offering will be taken. 146
'y^':/^'■rr^-yy*: ■ *l\*y '■■ '"■■■ '"■■■■’
'®'®'!'y®,‘J*''!own:ibdss!:^an'd;:;,enjpycth&;;rewards;-'and^ 
;i^‘>oiding;;(jpv\/n;;a;Jpb.;!GdTTvlhGe'::ydu>!pa'rents;tbat:'you’re^'ab 
it . . . then give our carrier recruitmeht center a call at 
/nt4mber::;below.;vDon‘ti;Wait/iposjt(o;ns':rTiay:::fin^aarly.:::’!iV'rri';^
lifli* ';ij'
; '\fyy yi 'I I VI IVIK WI ' I'c \, 'f-;-'
■■■iVi/ri
The Sevenlh Annual Vancouver Island Potters’ pre- 
Christmas exhibition and sale will beheld on Nov. 17 and 
18 from noon - 9 p.m. Featured; many of Vancouver 
!slarid’.s finest professional potters. No admission charge.
• 4 6
■ T' .'1" 1 1 JL,' : '4'.': ■' »u''! i■ ' ■■ '' ■ V: , I-' '.tt ^ '■■■■ ;. i'/''*'*,*■' , , ‘ '
The Victoria Society of Artists will present a two-day 
exhibition of paintings in oils, acrylics, waie^olours, and 
:;pastelsi^;iivThc^Garth;,Hpmp|;Ccni''rc,;DT3 DaTy|ri;St;M'pc^.;;3!,^^^ 
and 4 from 9 a,m.*5:30 p.m. both days. There will also be 
an exhibition ofHcrafty by the^ A Craft Orottp.
: Adtnis 3.48
. .i,'.
Noy .;'|8; i!nd'T*yvpm:Tb a.rri ;;;f;
Saanich Rd,, Deep Cove. 1-46
■ ■■■ ■ ........ ..... ^'.1,p/',
>' r'. .I .■ '''t Ay u'yf at.' r'/'iA'",,; g. a'IrVn'; .V/iy
I All coming eycDts ilcms pu»Sii be submitted before 5 p.m, 






asfrom musicals as well 
traditional songs are sung. 
Men and women of all 
voices are welcome — if 
you like to sing please join 
the group. For more , 
information call 656-5301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
STAG floor hockey 
nights at Sidney elementary 
school gym are held every 
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
STAG also offers pool, 
foosball and ping-pong, as 
well as many other special 
events and community 
projects. All activities are 
free and no registration is 
required. Parent and teen 
inquiries welcome. For 
more information call the 
PCA office at 656-0134 or 
drop by and pick up
The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month.
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hail, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more 
information call co­
ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
do t h ing, ho u s e hold 
articles, appliances and 
furniture for its
rehabilitation program. „
Call 727-2293 for pickup. program at 9788-2nd St 
Can we help you? Call „ ,
the Community - Ability Personne
CounsdUng Centre. 9788- Assomtmn ts a Projec,
2th St., Sidney, V8L 3Y8 “ promote24-hour answing service, apiployment^ppp^^^^^
„ - for men and women aged
- „ , G over 45 years. The office
. ,. . - ■ will assist people-in finding
Group. A discussion group ^ „
for women dealing with •* . - ^ 
h with them to determinetheir current needs. , . ,Nevrcomers welcome 'f^biin.e
S Wednesday afternoons at
1:30 pm. in the themseives m saieable
^ 11- terms. For moreCommumty Counselling . ^ let:
^ . fVTob ■141, C4..i„4 information phone 385-Centre, 9788-2th Street,
Sidney V8L 3Y8. For more
information call 656-1247. Sidney 676
Grandparents — are your Squadron meets every
grandchildren far away? A Thursday at 6:30 p.m. to
young mothers non-profit 8:30 p.m. at the Air Cadet
support group (Capital Hall on Canora Rd. Come
Families) needs help with hod see what we have to
child care \Vi hours each offer for those aged 13
week. Call Patti at 656- years and older or phone
5296, the hall at 656-4423.
Victoria Housing The Capital Region
Registry, 1923 Femwood Association for the
Road. Free matching rental Mentally Handicapped
services. Landlords 381- Christmas store is now open
1335, tenants 381-1205, at Springwood and
Monday to Friday 11-a.m. - Sentinel. Products made by
5 p.m. Help with housing the handicapped. Location
problems. is in the Trafalgar Square
Attention ladies: all voice shopping centre,
ranges - we want you to sing Brentwood Bay. Store
barbershop-style. It’s a fun hours are 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
time! Most Monday nights and 1 p.m.-4 p.m., Monday
7:45 p.m. at the Legion to Friday. 6-51
Hall^ Mills Rd- For more Pregnant and wondering
information call 652-3030 what the future holds for
or 656-1906. you? Sidney Community
Central Saanich senior Health Service offices of
citizens have moved to their the Capital Regional
new centre at 1229 Clark District; can help you. Join
Rd., Brentwood Bay. (652- us and other couples in a
4611); New members; comfortable atmosphere of
welcome. A calendar of learning; through films,
activities is available at the slides, discussidns and
centre^ which is open bailyv exercises. Register now. In
4 Sidney call 656-1188
Sidney .^-Twirlers ,, and
ri *1. 1411 Drum Corps take lessons at
Saanich and ,liiie l#^^ ®lonteritary school
l^di^ (SAlLb) lor ^ - 6 p.m. Thursdays. For
Credit tueei third information call 656-
Wednesday of each month.
For further information Yhc Peninsula
P'w-® . Dlsarmamenl Group meets
Save The Chtldicn lund regularly.:T:o help uSy join 
Christmas cards arc on sale jpformaiioh
iSidne^J'-ActlvliTi^Ceiilrci
By Kay Gardner
The Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital ladies auxiliary 
met at Brentwood United 
Church Hall Nov. 8 with 58 
present. Three new 
members since October 
include Betty Cameron,
Rehabilitation 
topic at Gorge 
Hospital
Dr. Alan Bass will be 
guest speaker at a combined 
meeting of the Vancouver 
Island Districts of the 
Physiotherapy Association 
of British Columbia and the 
British Columbia Society of 
Occupational therapists 8 
p.m. at Gorge Road 
Hospital. Topic:
rehabilitation in Victoria.
Bass is the director of 
physical medicine at the 
Gorge Road Hospital and 
acts as consultant in that, 
area at Victoria Genera! 
Hospital and Royal Jubilee 
Hospital.
Members of the press are 
invited to attend the 
lecturer and to speak with 
Dr. Bass.
Jean Warren and Jan 
Brocklebank. Pat Sutton 
was a guest Tuesday.
A letter was received 
from Melissa Hernblad, 
resigning her position as the 
auxiliary representative on 
the hospital board. A 
vacancy on the board has 
arisen due to the resignation 
of a member and Mrs. 
Hernblad had been asked to 
fill it. Velma Ryder, 
president, will now be 
auxiliary representative.
Shirley Roberts gave an 
informative report on the 
auxiliary area conference 
held in Ganges, Salt Spring
Island. Thirteen members business meeting and it is 
from Saanich Peninsula hoped as many members as
■MM
Hospital auxiliary attended.
A letter of thanks was 
received from hospital 
administrator John 
Benham, for the operating 
microscope which the 
auxiliary donated. A new 
opthamology department is 
another dimension of the 
ever-increasing services 
offered at the hospital.
The next monthly 
meeting will be held Dec. 
13. The Ways and Means 
committee will be 











possible will attend. New 
members are always 
welcome.
.’cause 1 used Safer’s 
Flea Soap. Organic, safe 
. . . and at all pet 
stores and lawn & 
garden centres.
.SQ^BIo
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Inserted independently of candidates 
by a N; Saanich electors' group
tfn; 
Kittyhawk




now at J(imping; Mouse
AH proceeds from Ihc sa c ,„o,„orcd-by CMH A - and 
of cards go 10 Ihc childrens 5„m„uniiy. mccis
‘ Mibndays 10 adn. 1 p.m.; 
French and want Margaret Vaughan Birch 
to keep conversational Hall, Handicrafts, game.s,, 
rskilisffe-toakmaslcrs---':En;:;;:'.;;fiimS','""^.'recreation,
Fraiicais meets Thursday ipnch and an ppportuniiy to 
evenings 7i30 to 9:30 p.m, meet others; For ihbre 
For more Information call information call 652714W
,;;j;;;AH.age»welcoine;tpiabIe;v';wMkdaj^.::;;; -^;;;^'^
tennis at Brentwood The Saanich Peninsula
;;clemcniary:.:.schbo1,/7:30;:;-;;::;;Toa8linas(crs-^:,;.CIuh'^;-.;.i
;;9:10 p;iP, Mondays.; More
inlOrmalibn 652-4580 or ; evenings at Centra Saanich ; 
652-1531. municipal hall, 1903 Mount
ts overcItlrtR creallng 'volunteers are neeiicd to
:;;;Ovefcatcrs;-Anonymouscanv:„...,..,k-^^^i
: help. Nod cs.no^
»NlcciingS; i»rc^orJ_tn|N.,
Mottdays, 978K - 2n<lSttiCt.
Sidney, ( all 652-99.31.
Peninsula Singers meet Aleoliolks Anonymous 
every Tuesday 7:30 - 9:.30 — 10 group*, meet every 
Itpyal C’anadiaiv;'''wcek'-;;^- ruV'';;thc;';;;Ssianich";-' 
Legion Hall on MHF Rd PentuMiln. For more 
;:»;:|'i(tw(';'rnab'herS;;and;v'ytsitbrsi;;;;1nfpr»dation;;;br;;;;he!p,;;;caU^
tvefeome.-' Well- -known ■ hUk'':^483*0415.' ■; ■■--• j---.ifn...,,.
rf Island Farm island Farm ;Island Fann i ;3
1 IDE COTTAGE ?iFRESH'- ^- p
1CREAE^ CHEESE . 1EGG NOG li
a 2 litre ^ ■
Octn............
Reg. or 2% *1
;5oog.... Jb a ^ w ;;
1 litre **1 1 p
Ctrl............0 & W i;^
pi Admiral Mott’s
Christies 1
lORAB CLAMATO CHIPS AHOY-;;i; COOKIES 11 IRE AT JUICE
H 120g i litre '
;; bottle'.
450g ^
Nabisco Libby's Deep Brown |
^ BRAN BITES PARKAY BEANS with 1
ii& RAISINS MARGARINE PORK 1
- Cereal : ^




Christie’s- V Carnation 3 Varieties Comation a
ii oREO^;} V ^HOT: EVAPORATED 1
g-COOKIES chocolate MILK
1^ bog.... .. WWW tin...................WW
-|9i!!!2m IvniruUanil ride Bounce
rbar LAUNDRY FABRIC
SOFTENERe SOAP DETERGENT
; BLwM ^ jMh.
ra ^ J ^PJ ot4's .... aEi W till W1 :;“...8.99
; 60sb«ih ^















GRADE ‘A’ BEEF BONELESS
OVER ROAST









W in G STERK GRAOEk BEEF;



























|||-^:Ctn. ,v-. ., > ] 'tln'.',.,vV.; yy,.'"n '.till, .^'l' ■
iLIQUID 1
iCLEANER:-;':;;;;:---
D')iMmbl5f.ar| Wljlipi;.' ;; ;
DETERGENT
! Ihlro 9
Chk'ken Mo'iiwlti*'" |
SOUP
MIX
tr' 891
GOlOtM RIPE;
BANANAS
iC
ILOIIII)ll OtS"
THAT PACK
H
CAtirORNIA FRESH
;u>.
.:ll|.
